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Thomas Gleason, Council Chairman 
 Sanford J. Prince IV, Superintendent 
Change	is	all	around	us.	Change	happens	around	us.	Change	happens	to	us.	What	can	we	do,	and	what	do	
we	do,	to	affect	those	changes	in	a	positive	way	and	help	ensure	the	outcomes	we	want?	The	#irst,	and	









services,	 and	 entertainment,	 community	 spaces	 and	 amenities	 that	make	Windham’s	 “downtown”	 an	
increasingly	 vibrant	 and	 enjoyable	 place	 to	 be.	 Look	 for	 it	 on	 the	 town’s	 new	 website	 (http://
www.windhammaine.us/220/21st-Century-Downtown-Plan).	
Through	 its	 economic	development	 arm,	 the	Windham	Economic	Development	Corporation,	 the	 town	
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Town Manager’s Annual Report 
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Superintendent of RSU#14 




































Windham High School Graduates 
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                           Congratulations Class of  2014! 
Your Community wishes you the very best! 
 
The only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go beyond them to the impossible. — Arthur C. Clarke 









































  Philomena	Margaret	Richard 
  Mhondoro	Richards 
  Alyssa	Jane	Richardson 
  Joshua	K.	Richardson 
  Morgan	Taylor	Richmond 
  Lissette	Rodriguez 
  Garrick	Lyndon	Rogers 
  Hayden	Elyse	Rolfe 
  Briannah	H.	Roy 
  Brenna	Aileen	Ryder 
  Angelica	T.	Salinas 
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Enrichment	 	 	 	 57	
Job	Training/Retraining	 	 	 25	




Enrichment	 	 	 	 836	
Family	Lit	 	 	 	 	 125	
Job	Training/Retraining	 	 	 114	
TOTAL	 	 	 	 	 1315	
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Report of the Assessor 
Summary:	Taxable	and	Exempt	Property	 	
Type	 	 	 	 Count	 		 Total	Value	($)	
	
Residential	Improved	 			 6,299	 	 1,363,365,500	
Residential	Vacant	 	 			898	 	 					52,540,400		
Residential	Condo								 				 			394	 	 					58,158,000	 	
Residential	Apartments	 					53	 	 					28,896,000	
Mixed	Use	 	 	 					26	 	 							6,887,100	
Commercial	Improved					 			327	 	 			187,903,800	
Commercial	Vacant	Lots	 			108	 	 					10,205,400	
Industrial/Utility	 	 					28	 	 					12,640,500	
Industrial	Vacant	Lots	 	 					16	 	 					44,792,200	
Exempt	Parcels	 	 			122	 																					93,351,800	
Special	Use	 	 	 					49																															871,600	
Wasteland	 	 	 							4	 	 													55,800	
Total	Real	Estate	 	 8,278	 	 1,856,668,100	
	
Exempt	Properties	 	 				122	 	 			-	93,351,800	
Partial	Exemptions				 	 	5,021	 	 			-	48,504,000	
Taxable	Real	Estate	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1,714,812,300	
	
Personal	Property	 				 				985	 	 					39,611,000	
Personal	Property	Exempt	 						44	 	 						-6,352,400	
Taxable	Personal	Property	 	 	 								 	 	 					33,258,600	
	
Total	Taxable	Property	 	 	 	 	 	1,748,070,900		                 
   

























    David G. Sawyer, CMA 
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Building permit Count 
 
2010 2011 2012 2013 
Accessory	Apartment	*** 0 0 0 2 
Accessory	Buildings 72 23 16 16 
Additions	and	alterations 169 127 131 133 
Change	of	Use	*** 	 	 	 3 
Chimneys 2 4 2 1 
Co-Location	Application 0 3 0 0 
Co-Location	replacement 0 3 0 1 
Demolitions 32 14 24 39	Res/6	Com 
Electrical 50 50 135 174	Res/36	Com 
Flood	Hazard	Development	*** 	 	 	 1 
Foundations 9 6 19 22 
Garages 20 23 25 27	Res/2	Com 
Gas	Hookup 															1 1 1 1	Res/2	Com 
Home	Occupation	*** 	 	 	 2 
Industrial	&	Commercial 													18 24 29 31 
Junkyard 8 8 8 8 
Mobile	homes 1 1 1 0 
Moved	buildings 0 1 1 0 
Multi-family	units/condos 0 6 1 0 
Outdoor	Sales 	 	 	 1 
Plumbing 	 	 	 105	Res/16	Com 
Pools 12 8 18 9 
Private	Road	*** 	 	 	 5 
























Replacement	Homes 4 8 2 5 
Single	Family	homes 58 38 64 56 
Signs 83 76 56 54 




63 79 94 
Tree	Removal 	 	 	 31 
Use	Permits	(new	for	2011) 0 7 2 2 
Wastewater 	 	   130Res/3	Com 
Zone	Change 	 	 	 1 
 Stormwater Education	was	provided	by	Cumberland	County	Soil	&	Water	Conservation	District	and	Port-

























Heather McNally, Code Enforcement and Zoning Administration Director 
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Thomas Bartell, Economic Development Director 







Objective 1: Plan for the Future-	 Identify	and	implement	policies,	programs,	and	initiatives	that	support	
the	Town’s	economic	and	community	development	needs.	
 
Objective 2: Support Business Growth and Prosperity-	Proactively	seek	opportunities	to	diversify	Wind-
ham’s	economy,	create	jobs,	and	strengthen	existing	business.	
 




Objective 4:  Develop a Support System for Economic Development-	Ensure	 the	 sustainability	of	 eco-
nomic	development	initiatives	in	Windham	through	collaborative	efforts	of	town	of#icials	and	departments	
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“The mission of the Windham Fire - Rescue Department is to assist the citizens and visitors 








Windham Fire - Rescue Department 
















Windham Fire-Rescue Department 
Incident	Type     
Fires 86   
Structure	Fires 50   
        
Overpressure, Rupture, Explosion, No Fire 3   
    Total Responses for Year 2012 
Rescue, Emergency Medical Calls 1730 2587 
      
Hazardous Conditions - No #ires 133 Total Responses for Year 2011 
    2694 
Public Service Incidents 145   
    Total Responses for Year 2010 
Good Intent Calls 161 2513 
      
False Alarm, False Call or Various Alarms 206 Total Responses for Year 2009 
    2481 
Severe Weather / Natural Disaster Incidents 7   
      
Special Incidents or Citizen Complaints 11   
      
Total	Responses	for	Year	2013 2482 	 
  The department is currently using three pick-up trucks in responses and activities.  These three 
vehicles are going to be utilized in responding to emergency medical calls in the North Windham, South 
Windham, and East Windham areas.  The idea is to reduce the road mileage and fuel consumption of the 
larger vehicles with the smaller pickups.  In addition it is nice to have the four-wheel drives for the win-
ter season.  We have added a vehicle that was part of the Windham Police Department.  We are planning 
to put the vehicle into service for use by the Windham Fire Police.  This vehicle would carry barricades, 
safety cones, spare batteries for portable radios, and other equipment related to traf#ic control issues. 
We anticipate this vehicle being ready in the latter part of 2014.  
 During the month of June 2013 our replacement breathing apparatus were delivered.  Personnel 
were trained and the new units were put into service.  The newer airpacks have replaced units that 
ranged from 20 to 25 years of age.  The 48 airpacks came at a cost of approximately $200,000 and are 
anticipated to last 20-25 years.  We did not purchase new bottles as we have maintained a rotation of 
replacement of the bottles used.  In June the department also replaced our vehicle extrication equipment 
for about $35,000. Our previous equipment came to us in the latter part of the 1970’s and was piece 
meal updated into the 1990’s.  
If you have questions, concerns, or comments, please feel free to come by one of the stations and 
talk with us.  If you would like a tour of our facilities we would be glad to arrange one and can do by call-
ing and talking with Administrative Assistant Nancy Graves.  We look forward to another challenging 
year of serving the community and visitors of Windham.  
This year has started with many grass and woods #ires.  Open burning requires a permit and 
those may be obtained on line by checking the website at www.burningpermit.com.  We as a department 
and community will face new challenges the passage of Maine’s new open #ireworks legislation.  Please 
be extra careful this year with your #ire related activities.  You are responsible for your #ire related activ-
ities.  
We would be glad to hear any issues and explain our perspective, or you may call the Chief’s of-
#ice at 892-1911.  If you are interested in joining our membership, please call or come by Windham Cen-
ter station to obtain an application to become a member of  the Windham Fire-Rescue Department. 
 Fire Rescue Chief Charles Hammond 
P a g e  1 9  T o w n  R e p o r t  
Pictured above (l) Extricaon Equipment on Windham Squad 1, (c) New Breathing Apparatus, and (r)  Extricaon 
Equipment on Windham Engine 6. 
  
The mission of the Windham Public Library is to meet the needs of the whole com-
munity by providing a well-rounded and up-to-date collection, offering information-
al, educational and recreational services to every age group, and to encourage a love of reading and 
learning for all. 
 
Throughout 2013, Windham Public Library continued to serve the Windham community by provid-
ing valuable space to meet, resources for information and entertainment, and ongoing programs. 
The library offers several spaces for quiet study and public forums that are heavily used each 
month. We offer many types of materials to circulate and view, such as books, magazines, audio-
books, eBooks, DVDs, music, daily newspapers and access to computers and the internet. In addi-
tion, the library offered story times, books and babies, book groups, “Tea for You”, and other infor-
mational programs, for example sessions about the Affordable Care Act, throughout the year. From 
the statistics below, it is clear that the services are being well utilized. 









look	for	titles	to	build	up	this	new	section.	In	the	Children’s	Room,	a	new	computer	literacy staon was 
added	to	increase	access	to	technology	for	young	children	ages	2-8.					 
Items	circulated:	106,756 
New library patrons: 722 
New items added to collection: 3,243 
Special Requests: 329	(items	borrowed	from				
other	libraries): 
Reference questions answered: 1,572 
Computer sign-ins: 9,590 
Meeting and study room usage: 698 
Downloads used: 5,527	checkouts 
Items repaired: 670 
Bills for un-returned materials: 226	
 
Preschool Story Time and Books and Babies 
146	sessions, 1,313	Adults, 1,630	Children 
 
Children’s Museum – 61	uses 
Dundee Park – 28	uses 
Maine State Park Pass – 26	uses 
Maine Wildlife Park – 104	 uses 
Planetarium – 23	uses  
Willowbrook – 6	uses 
 
PASS	USAGE	SAVED	PATRONS	$4,358 
P a g e  2 0  
Windham Public Library 
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Respectfully submitted,  
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The Loan Closet 
















Submitted by Barbara Hall, Loan Closet Chair 
 
 









MARY VANDENBURGH      
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Animal Welfare 226 
Antique 174 
Black Bear 129 
Breast Cancer 345 
Bus 2 
Coach 3 
Commercial Vehicle 1198 
Conservation Vehicle 487 
Farm Vehicle 38 
Initial Plate 869 
Lobster  242 
Moped 18 
Motorcycle 737 
Motor Home 51 
Passenger Vehicle 10896 
Special Equipment 26 
Sportsman 294 
Street Rod 8 
Support Your Troops 81 
Tractor (Heavy Equipment) 14 
Trailer 1679 
Transit Plate 63 
University Plate 75 
Taxi 1 
Truck Camper 1 
Motor Vehicle Registrations for 2013 RAPID RENEWAL ON-LINE                                   
RE- REGISTRATIONS 
Agriculture 27 
Animal Welfare    59 
Antique 22 
Black Bear 36 











Street Rod 1 
Support Your Troops 20 
Trailer 18 





Non-Resident Snowmobiles 10 
Non-Resident ATV 12 
Recreational Vehicles 
Judith Heggeman, Deputy Tax Collector and Department Manager 
I	would	like	to	thank	my	staff	for	all	their	hard	work	throughout	the	year.			
Department	employees	are	Joanne	Patten,	Lucy	Codrey	and	Stephanie	Deshaies.   
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Submitted by Brian Ross, Parks and Recreation Director 
 
       
 
  
T o w n  R e p o r t  
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Program and Facility Summary 2013 
 
                                Dundee Park- Total visits               14,546 
                                Community Special Events                      466 
                                Programs for all ages                   1,068 
                                Senior Trips                         282 
 
Total users of programs and facilities for 2013  - 16,362 
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Ben Smith, AICP  





















The term Index Crimes refers to the most common crimes that are tracked by the FBI for Statistical pur-
poses. The following Index crimes were reported in 2013: Criminal Homicide (0), Rape (1), Robbery (2), 
Aggravated Assault (9), Simple Assault (118) Burglary (56), Larceny (251), Motor Vehicle Theft (12) and 
Arson (0). 
Index	Crimes Clearance rate for 2010 is 45.14%.    Clearance rate for 2013 is 52.56%.    2010 through 
2013 the clearance rate has increased by 7.42% 
In addition, the 118 Simple Assaults that were reported, 91 of those Assault cases were cleared which 




Of#icers conducted 4375 traf#ic stops which resulted with 83 Seat Belt citations, 295 Speeding citations, 
71 OUI Arrests and 31 Operating after Suspension citations.  The remaining 3,895 stops were issued ei-
ther a citation or warning for other traf#ic violations. 
 
 
Windham Police Department 















T o w n  R e p o r t  
Year Calls for Service 
(Dispatch Incidents) 
Criminal Cases 
2010 20,526 2,025 
2011 16,330 1,144 
2012 17,142 1,082 
2013 21,380 969 
Year Index Crimes Burglary Larceny 
2010 556 90 306 
2011 474 69 286 
2012 461 65 258 
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Windham Public Works Department 
www.windhammaine.us 
185 Windham Center Road 






















































































































Respectfully Submitted by, 
Doug Fortier, Director of Public Works 




◊ Driveway permits ~ 32 Issued  
◊ Street Opening permits ~ 48 Issued  
 
Road Paving Program   
◊ Ditched, replaced/upgraded drainage removed & replaced 
culverts & cross culverts, re-set basins & paved swales as 
necessary  
◊ Anderson Road – Surface Pavement 
◊ Baxter Woods Road – Surface Pavement, reclaim and pave 
◊ Colby Drive – Surface Pavement 
◊ Cook Road – Surface Pavement 
◊ Hemon Cobb Road – Surface Pavement 
◊ Newhall Road – Reclaim & Base Pavement 
◊ Smith Road – Between Varney Mill Rd & Route 115 – Sur-
face Pavement 
◊ Starlit way – Surface Pavement 
◊ Stonebrook Road – Surface Pavement 
 
Snow Events & Material Usage ~ responded to17snow/ice 
events some multiple day events 
◊ Snow accumulations - 107 inches  
◊ Mileage driven for snow events - 35,855 miles    
◊ Salt usage - 1547.10 tons  
◊ Magnesium usage - 6690 gallons   
◊ Sand usage - 3782 yards 
◊ Fuel consumption – 13,174.70 gallons 





The Town of Windham’s General Assistance Program (G.A.) is a state mandated, municipally administered #inancial 
assistance program.  It was designed to be a program of “last resort” for residents who are unable to provide for their 
basic needs.  The G.A. of#ice is located in The Family Resource Center at 377 Gray Road.  It is overseen by the Assistant 
Town Manager/H.R. Director and is staffed by René Daniel, G.A. Administrator.   
Assistance is available for basic necessities as de#ined by local ordinance and state statutes.  Eligible applicants are 
assisted through payments made to speci#ic vendors.  Administrative costs of the program are paid for through tax 
dollars.  The state reimburses the Town for 50% of the cost of general assistance bene#its paid for residents.  In 2013, 
$26,713.46 was issued to eligible recipients prior to reimbursement.  This number re#lects a 35% decrease in overall 
general assistance costs from 2012.  The decrease is attributed to diligent oversight of the program: Administration by 
a certi#ied General Assistance Administrator, strict adherence to the ordinance, better education regarding the pro-














Under G.A., applicants must provide veri#ication of their income and expenses, residence, and if unable to work, medi-
cal documentation substantiating their work limitations.  Applicants are required to seek work if they are physically 
able and/or to apply for assistance through other state and federal programs that may be available to them.  A deter-
mination of eligibility is made for a thirty-day period based on anticipated earnings.  Individuals and families that do 













2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
  
 


















The Food Pantry and its companion Clothes Closet were established in response to a growing need for assistance in 
the community.  Food insecurity is a real and urgent issue and it is being addressed at the Food Pantry with con#i-
dentiality and compassion through private appointments with the Social Services Assistant, Colette Gagnon. 
 Clients are served once a month and receive fresh milk, eggs, bread, and vegetables/fruit (when available) in addi-
tion to meat and staple items.  Families with children are provided with “extras” during school vacations and the 
summer break.  In 2013, the Pantry served 2,194 families made up of 3,890 adults and 1,083 children for a total of 
4,973 people. 
In addition to the $20,000 funding provided through the town’s budget process, the Food Pantry received U.S.D.A. 
surplus and “rescued” food from Wayside Food Rescue and has developed a relationship with The Good Shepherd 
Food-Bank. The Food Pantry relies on, and is very fortunate to have, generous individual and corporate donations 
as well as community participation during food drives.  In 2013, local businesses, churches, service groups, grocery 
stores, schools and individuals have all been very generous and provided the Food Pantry with $28,316.49 in cash 
donations.  The Town would like to thank these businesses, organizations, churches, and volunteers that assist 
those in need throughout the year.   
The Food Pantry and the Clothes Closet are open Monday – Thursday 8am – 4pm.  Food Pantry clients must pro-
vide proof of residency – i.e. utility bill or lease.  There is no residency requirement for items needed from the 
Clothes Closet. Call 892-1931 to schedule an appointment.   
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Phyllis Moss, Assistant Town Manager 
Type Interviews #Cases #People Bene1it	Provided 
Housing 454 45 159 $24,164.10 
Emergency	Housing 18 0 0 $0 
Heating 201 9 38 $1,872.89 
Electric	(non-heating) 188 14 46 $682.47 
Propane	(non-heating) 16 0 0 $0 
Food 43 0 0 $0 
Prescriptions 11 0 0 $0 
Medical	Services 8 0 0 	$0 
Dental	Services 2 0 0 	$0 
Burials/Cremations 6 0 0 $0 
Diapers/Baby	Supplies 38 0 0 $0 
Household/Personal 41 0 0 $0 
All	Other	Needs 21 0 0 $0 
	 1047 68 243 $26,719.46 











  Births  Marriages Deaths    H/F    Dogs     Conc. Weapons 
 2009   149       115     110  1968   2018  182  
 2010   168       106     109  1708   2140  154  
 2011   185         92     106  1259   2109  181  
 2012   167       112     121  1173   2093  247  
 2013   196       130     120  1259   2058  345  
 
 We held two elections this year.  The #irst was the School’s RSU Budget Validation Vote on June 13.  
We had 12,094 people registered, and a very small turnout of 277 voters.  On November 5th we held the 
State Referendum and Municipal election.  There were 12,043 registered voters and 2,056 voted.   
 Clista Loring is currently holding our Boston Post Cane.  Clista was awarded the cane in September 
of 2012 at the age of 104, and she is currently residing at Ledgewood Manor. We wish her the best and 
hope she continues her reign of the cane! 
 We did very well in collecting donations through our Dedimus Services and Marriage ceremonies, 
which we use to help Social Services buy gifts for the children for Christmas.  We received another gener-
ous contribution from Allied/Re-MAX to go towards the gifts, as well as several residents who gave us do-
nations.  Thanks to all of you for helping us with this worthy cause. 
 On December 7, we held our annual Rabies Clinic for Windham residents and surrounding towns.  
We had about 100 shots given that day by the Lake Region Animal Hospital.  We appreciate Dr. Grif#in of-
fering to do this for us year after year. 
 
 Lastly, I would like to thank all the wonderful 
people I work with who help me with running elections.  
They are a dedicated group and work very well together 
to get the job done.  Judy Vance and Rita Bernier are two 
very devoted and experienced Deputy Clerks and the 
town and I are very fortunate to have them.  Together we 
have 64 years of experience in this of#ice, which I think is 
quite an accomplishment!  It is has been my pleasure to 
serve you as your elected Clerk since 2001. 
Linda Morrell, Town Clerk, CCM 
T o w n  R e p o r t  
(l) Judy Vance, (c) Rita Bernier, (r) Linda Morrell 
2013 Deaths 
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Ackroyd,	Eileen 1/20/2013 86 
Anghel,	Neculae 9/23/2013 73 
Axelsen,	Mark 9/18/2013 54 
Baillargeon,	Sue 12/17/2013 68 
Beal,	Helen 9/18/2013 94 
Bergier,	Priscilla 4/1/2013 82 
Bigwood,	Clinton 5/4/2013 50 
Blake,	Danny 3/23/2013 63 
Blanchard,	Parker 8/11/2013 25 
Boivin,	Juliet 1/17/2013 94 
Brewer,	Garrett 4/3/2013 35 
Buchanan,	Bruce 5/14/2013 65 
Bucknell,	Randee 10/4/2013 48 
Bullerwell,	Marjorie 5/17/2013 87 
Bullerwell,	Robert 5/18/2013 83 
Burns,	Grace 3/22/2013 87 
Butterworth,	G. 12/22/2013 79 
Caler,	Hugh 6/2/2013 88 
Chambers,	Adam 3/28/2013 2 
Chandler,	Jennie 6/2/2013 94 
Cole,	Mary 3/23/2013 91 
Cormier,	Dorothy 1/27/2013 84 
Croteau,	Evelyn 1/20/2013 98 
Davidson,	Gale 12/31/2013 71 
Day,	Hilda 3/9/2013 86 
Devin,	John 11/16/2013 56 
Dodd,	Clement 8/15/2013 77 
Drouin,	Rene 6/12/2013 80 
Edwards,	Eleanor 1/12/2013 80 
Ellis,	Barbara 1/5/2013 91 
Emmons,	Joseph 5/14/2013 75 
Emmons,	Erwin 7/27/2013 92 
Enman,	Daniel 12/16/2013 77 
Farr,	Robert 12/13/2013 79 
Freer,	Sylas 9/26/2013 <1 
Furnas,	Lillian 1/2/2013 93 
Gajtkowski,	Kasi 8/15/2013 33 
Gilman,	Charlene 12/4/2013 63 
Gilman,	Marilyn 12/23/2013 72 
Glazier,	Albert 12/3/2013 60 
Glidden,	Margaret 7/19/2013 86 
Gonska,	Vincent 12/28/2013 70 
Gordon,	Debbra 11/2/2013 56 
Gorelov,	Aleksander 1/22/2013 84 
Green,	Thomas 1/23/2013 92 
Hall,	Alice 5/27/2013 93 
Hall,	Jennie 10/14/2013 94 
Hammond,	Diane 5/22/2013 63 
Heikkinen,	Katherine 10/9/2013 90 
Henigan,	Karen 11/5/2013 44 
Hodgkin,	Maxine 3/17/2013 93 
Hogan,	Weymouth 7/20/2013 85 
Huckins,	Avella 11/4/2013 	<1 
Johnston,	Ralph 3/29/2013 92 
Keene,	Daniel 2/16/2013 66 
Kelley,	Maureen 9/2/2013 65 
Kennedy,	Laurie 1/31/2013 58 
Kentigian,	Martin 12/27/2013 54 
Kimball,	Warren 11/4/2013 59 
King,	Claudine 3/25/2013 64 
Kirk,	Vicki 11/21/2013 60 
Ladd,	Raymond 9/7/2013 66 
Lander,	Marilyn 11/14/2013 77 
Lavigne,	Jane 2/24/2013 64 
Leeman,	Sandra 2/25/2013 75 
Libby,	Edith 6/15/2013 102 
Lougee,	Frances 12/11/2013 91 
Lovejoy,	Leone 8/27/2013 90 
Lowell,	Maxine 5/25/2013 83 
Luce,	Kenneth 5/5/2013 92 
Malcolm,	Judy 9/9/2013 71 
Malia.	John 2/13/2013 84 
Malia,	Virginia 6/1/2013 85 
Mannette,	Robert 2/7/2013 92 
2013 Deaths 
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Mariano,	Florence 3/5/2013 89 
Maxwell,	George 5/28/2013 75 
McFarlane,	Eileen 11/11/2013 71 
McKague-Hanson,	Mary 10/16/2013 78 
Metivier,	Donald 9/15/2013 87 
Michaud,	Robert 10/25/2013 89 
Milano,	Joanne 12/14/2013 68 
Minor,	Marjorie 6/20/2013 93 
Noble,	Maurice 5/6/2013 76 
O'Sullivan,	Margaret 11/11/2013 64 
Palmer,	Olivia 1/14/2013 <1 
Parker,	Paul 12/26/2013 54 
Parkman,	Shirley 8/2/2013 85 
Parlin,	Roger 2/8/2013 79 
Partridge,	Bruce 7/23/2013 54 
Popovich,	Madeleine 7/14/2013 89 
Reali,	Peter 4/18/2013 60 
Reynolds,	Chester 1/15/2013 53 
Reiger,	Alwine 6/29/2013 85 
Rousseau,	Albert 7/4/2013 53 
Salamone,	Ralph 6/22/2013 88 
Sawyer,	Jean 3/24/2013 81 
Sear,	Pauline 11/12/2013 74 
Shane,	Darren 2/14/2013 35 
Slocomb,	Charlotte 4/7/2013 75 
Smith,	Dolores 3/29/2013 57 
Smith,	Judith 6/21/2013 68 
St.Michel-Beal,	Camille 7/7/2013 66 
Stanley,	Florence 12/23/2013 81 
Striker,	Joyce 8/3/2013 83 
Tache,	Victoria 1/21/2013 92 
Tanguay,	John 11/16/2013 82 
Theriault,	Wayne 5/28/2013 66 
Tottle,	Edward 3/10/2013 87 
Troutman,	Howard 1/6/2013 65 
Varney,	David 4/3/2013 60 
Walter,	Verdell 11/28/2013 69 
Watts,	Margaret 10/30/2013 93 
Webster,	Anthony 4/14/2013 68 
Weeks,	Gerald 10/18/2013 74 
Wegar,	Anna 2/18/2013 78 
Wescott,	Philip 5/30/2013 80 
West,	Rosa 7/24/2013 91 
White,	Paul 3/12/2013 72 
White,	Frances 9/9/2013 84 




Dear Friend,  
 I hope this le<er ﬁnds you and your family well.  It is an honor to represent you in Congress and a pleasure to up-
date you on the work I am doing in Maine and Washington.  
 You are probably aware that Washington is a very challenging place to get anything done these days.  The parsan 
climate has kept many important issues from being addressed and even led to a shutdown of the federal government.  
Worst of all, it has created uncertainty for Maine families and the economy.  It’s the last thing we need.  Over the next year, 
I will connue pressing Congressional leaders to bring the focus back to helping people rather than advancing ideologies. 
 As diﬃcult as it’s been, though, there are areas where I have been able to make progress on needed policy re-
forms.  One has been support for local food producers.  For decades now, federal agriculture policy has only beneﬁted huge 
farms and commodity crops, not the kind of the diverse family farms we have in Maine.  It’s me for that to change.  With 
small federal changes, we can capitalize on the huge economic potenal of the local food movement.  I’ve introduced the 
Local Farms, Food, and Jobs Act to make some of those changes, and have been pleased to see many of these reforms gain 
biparsan support.  
 Another issue is helping veterans who were sexually assaulted during their service.  I’ve introduced the Ruth 
Moore Act—named aEer a Maine veteran who struggled for 23 years to get disability beneﬁts from the Department of Vet-
erans Aﬀairs aEer she was sexually assaulted while in the military.  The bill would help veterans like Ruth get the assistance 
they need to recover from the debilitang trauma they suﬀered while serving the country.  The bill passed the House and 
now awaits consideraon in the Senate.  
 While policy in Washington is important, so is the work my staﬀ and I do here in Maine.  My oﬃce keeps close con-
necons to Maine communies and their leaders to make sure we’re doing all we can to help them succeed.  This work 
might include providing le<ers of support for federal grant applicaons, geGng answers from federal agencies, or bringing 
naonal oﬃcials to our state to raise awareness about the good things being done here.   
 We also work with hundreds of constuents who have issues with federal agencies and programs.  Not everyone 
knows that you can call your Member of Congress for this kind of thing, but it’s an essenal part of my responsibilies and 
my commitment to the people I serve.  Members of my staﬀ are experts on issues ranging from veterans beneﬁts and IRS 
quesons to Social Security problems and passport inquiries.  They can help you navigate the process, communicate with 
federal agencies, and, in certain circumstances, facilitate the expeding of claims.  If there is an area where you need assis-
tance, I encourage you to call my Portland oﬃce at (207) 774-5019 or go to my website, www.pingree.house.gov.  
 Again, it’s a privilege to serve you in Congress.   Please stay in touch.
   
 
 
      
Chellie Pingree 
Member of Congress 







Annual Report to the Town of Windham 
A Message from Senator Gary E. Plummer 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors:  
As the 126th Legislature draws to a close, I want to thank you for the trust you have placed in me to represent 
your interests in the Senate. I have decided not to run for re-election in November 2014 so this will be my last 
town report letter to the citizens of Windham. My time in the Legislature during the past 10 years has been one 
of the most challenging, yet rewarding experiences of my life. Thank you for allowing me to be your voice in Au-
gusta. 
Last year began with an overwhelming undertaking of how to #ill an $880 million shortfall in the state’s two-year 
budget, caused mostly by cost overruns in the MaineCare program. Lawmakers balanced the budget without re-
versing the income tax cut passed by the previous Legislature, reductions that have bene#itted low and moderate
-income residents the most. The budget also restored cuts that were slated for the Drugs for the Elderly pro-
gram. Unfortunately, it also included a 10 percent sales tax increase and a 14 percent hike in the meals and lodg-
ing tax. 
One of the Legislature’s most signi#icant achievements last year was #inally paying off Maine’s massive debt to its 
hospitals, which totaled $484 million at the beginning of 2013. The Legislature approved a plan that allows the 
state to use a revenue bond to pay off the debt and use the proceeds from a renegotiated state liquor contract to 
pay off the bond. The debt was the result of Medicaid services provided by 39 Maine hospitals for which they 
were never reimbursed, dating back to 2009. 
The Legislature also approved the bipartisan Omnibus Energy Bill, which addresses reducing the cost of energy 
in Maine, cutting back on greenhouse emissions, and making money available to insulate Maine homes. The en-
acted law will increase natural gas capacity and improve connection to underserved areas of Maine, provide 
funding to help companies cut back on greenhouse emissions and give rebates to homeowners who switch from 
oil to natural gas or other more ef#icient heating systems, and provide funding to help homeowners improve in-
sulation.  
We also worked hard to enact measures to ensure concealed handgun permit holder con#identially. I was very 
proud to be the lead cosponsor on a bill that allows the names and personal information of people who hold con-
cealed handgun permits to be kept con#idential.  Many bills were also introduced, but ultimately defeated, that 
would have limited the right of law-abiding citizens to own #irearms or ammunition.  
Lawmakers have been busy this year at the State House addressing a number of issues including welfare reform, 
reducing the waiting lists for section 21/29 services, Medicaid expansion, securing funding to help our rural 
nursing facilities, protecting education reforms, and arming forest rangers. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have concerning 
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 Town Council, School Board & Active Committee List 
Active list of Committee Members as of  May 31, 2014 
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Town Council Members 
Donna Chapman 
Thomas Gleason CH 
Roy Moore 
Robert Muir  PL 
David Nadeau 
Matthew Noel  
Dennis Welch VC 
 





(1)  vacancy 
 










































Land Use Ordinance Committee 
David Nadeau (Council) 
Ryan McDonald (Planning Bd.) 
James Cobb (ZBA) 
Jim Cummings 
Peter Gilman 
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Town Council, School Board & Active Committee List 
Active list of Committee Members as of May 31, 2014 
Library Board of Trustees 
Elizabeth McDougall 














Ryan McDonald CH 
Scott McDonald 
Margaret Pinchbeck 
R. Scott Symonds—ALT 
 
Public Easement Advisory Committee/ 
Roads Policy Task Force 




Voter Registration Board 
Marcia Blanchard ch 
Diane Bryant (D) 
Phyllis Hall (R) 
Pat McKeen (D) - Alt 
Colleen Coulthard (R) - Alt 










Windham Economic Development Corp. 
Terry Bishop 
Larry Eliason 
Roy Moore (Council) 
Matthew Noel (Council) 






Zoning Board of Appeals 
James Cobb VC 
Chuck Fleck 
Marge Govoni  CH 
Fred Panico  
Reid Scher 
Brian Haskell—Alt 
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed 
citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that 
ever has.”  - Margaret Mead 
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Important Dates 
Committee and Board Monthly Meetings: 
Town Council  monthly — 2nd and 4th Tuesday 
Planning Board      Monthly — 2nd and 4th Monday 
Zoning Board  Monthly —1st  Thursday  (and 3rd Thursday if needed) 
 
Please contact Town Hall if you have any questions on committee meeting schedules. 
 
2014 Office Closings 
 
January 1, 2014, Wednesday – New Year’s Day 
 
January 20, Monday – Martin Luther King Day 
 
February 17, Monday – Presidents’ Day 
 
April 21, Monday – Patriots’ Day 
 
May 26, Monday – Memorial Day 
 
July 4, Friday – Independence Day   
 
September 1, Monday – Labor Day 
 
October 13, Monday – Columbus Day 
 
November 11, Tuesday – Veterans Day   
 
November 27, Thursday – Thanksgiving Day 
 
November 28, Friday – Day after Thanksgiving 
 
December 25, Thursday – Christmas Day 
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Tax Liens 
Unpaid as of June 30, 2013 
*Paid since June 30, 2013  **Partial Payment since June 30, 2013 
2002  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 182.75  
2003  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 390.98  
2004  
 Carrier Ronald 925.30  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 214.70  
 Ricci Antoinette Devs 4.18  
2005  
 Beaulieu Michael 601.64  
 Carrier Ronald 866.86  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 402.28  
 Jipson Shannon 62.30  
 Ricci Antoinette Devs 40.94  
2006  
 Beaulieu Michael W 1,897.27  
 Carrier Ronald 978.58  
 Glantz  Ronald A 684.78  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 581.95  
 Jipson Shannon 432.79  
 Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 588.73  
 Munroe John P 1,343.57  
 Ricci Antoinette Devs 49.72  
2007  
 American Homes 13,452.65  
 Beaulieu Michael W 1,897.27  
 Callahan James & Karen Folan c/o Karen Folan 354.82  
 Carrier Ronald 978.58  
 Crowley Timothy C 5,709.89  
 Glantz Ronald Augustus 684.78  
 Gorrivan Mary Heirs of c/o Marjorie Sampson 581.95  
Jipson Shannon 24.86  
 *Lebel Stacy C 1,905.18  
 Lecair Barbara A  - Heirs of 2,684.88  
 MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,509.68  
 McFarland Mark E & Susan Doughty 809.08  
 Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B c/o Darrell Wing 588.73  
 Munroe John P 1,343.57  
 Pierce  Michael S & Beverly A 2,404.64  
 Ricci Antoinette Devs 49.72  
  Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,180.95  
* White Sheila B & Wendall P Bickford III 105.92  
2008  
 American Homes 14,696.06  
  Beaulieu Michael W 1,914.06  
  Beckwith Gary W 2,857.98  
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 715.92  
Carrier Ronald 987.24  
Crowley Timothy C 5,760.42  
 Glantz Ronald A 690.84  
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 587.10  
Jipson Shannon 25.08  
Lawrence Harry R C/O Dean M Palli 103.74  
*Lebel Stacy C 1,922.04  
Lecair Barbara A  - Heirs of 2,811.24  
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 365.94  
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,523.04  
*Minott Bernard T & Stephanie J 710.22  
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B C/O Darrell Wing 593.94  
Munroe John P 1,355.46  
Pierce  Michael S & Beverly A 2,425.92  
Ricci Antoinette Devs 50.16  
*Rossignol Ricky 1,264.90  
*Varney Katie L 2,061.12  
Vickerson Carl D C/O Dean & Polky 66.12  
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,209.10  
**White Sheila B & Wendall P Bickford III 148.77  
2009  
Allen Stacia  
     Co Earlene M Dorais 1,261.95  
 American Homes 13,988.42  
  Beaulieu Michael W 1,972.83  
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 737.90  
Carrier Ronald 1,017.55  
Crowley Timothy C 5,958.43  
*Curit Randall & Christina 847.18  
*Favreau Anthony J & Linda M 2,386.43  
*Fusco Fred V 506.43  
 Glantz Ronald A 712.05  
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 605.13  
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Tax Liens (Cont.) 
T o w n  R e p o r t  
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 307.87  
Herbert Kerry R & Katherine T 1,697.29  
 Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,298.32  
Jipson Shannon 25.85  
*Lebel Stacy C 1,981.05  
Lecair Barbara A  - Heirs of 2,897.55  
Lewis Michael 4,118.83  
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 377.18  
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,569.80  
Mckeage David L 1,570.98  
*Minott Bernard T & Stephanie J 732.03  
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B C/O Darrell 
Wing 
612.18  
*Mulligan Shirley E 2,438.77  
Munroe John P 1,397.08  
Palli Dean M 106.93  
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,331.28  
Pierce  Michael S 2,500.40  
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 68.15  
Ricci Antoinette Devs 51.70  
 Rossignol Ricky 2,288.90  
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 3,797.62  
Strout Timothy A  
     C/O Rick Ober 70.46  
*Tyler Michael A & Nicole E 875.38  
Varney Katie L 2,124.40  
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,307.63  
White Sheila B & Wendall P Bickford III 306.88  
Woodbury Peter A II 2,297.13  
*Woodman Stephen G – heirs of 76.37  
2010  
  Beaulieu Michael W 2,145.98  
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Fo-
lan 
766.16  
Carrier Ronald 1,056.52  
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 14,524.10  
**Chandler Etta Trustee 9.87  
Crowley Timothy C 6,186.62  
*Curit Randall & Christina 879.62  
*DGMJ Inc 360.02  
Dorais Earlene M 1,310.28  
Drost Marjorie L  - Heirs of 2,047.16  
Earle David Andrew & Whitney S 3,856.42  
*Favreau Anthony J & Linda M 2,477.82  
*Forest Avenue LLC 459.13  
* Fusco Fred V 52.18  
Glantz Ronald A 7,005.24  
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 2,967.04  
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 2,747.44  
Glantz Ronald Augustus 708.82  
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 623.30  
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 638.06  
Haskell Susan J 187.58  
Herbert Kerry R & Katherine T 3,487.98  
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,779.33  
HRC – Village at Little Falls LLC 760.06  
 Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,386.32  
Jipson Shannon 26.84  
Knight Barbara A  465.00  
Land of Nod LLC 3,918.64  
*Lauzier Joyce W 1,736.49  
*Lauzier James and Joyce W 366.00  
*Lebel Stacy C 2,056.92  
Lecair Linda 3,045.12  
**Lewis Michael 1,981.57  
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 391.62  
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,629.92  
*Market Trading Company LLC 1,860.50  
*Marshall Raymond C III 3,572.16  
Mckeage David L 1,631.14  
*Minott Bernard T & Stephanie J 760.06  
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B C/O Darrell 
Wing 
635.62  
*Moulton Lester M Jr 1,748.26  
*Mulligan Shirley E 1,304.18  
Munroe John P 1,450.58  
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,265.20  
*Noonan Thomas F Jr 1,523.78  
Ober Richard W 180.56  
Palli Dean M 111.02  
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,339.34  
**Pennell Julie M 2,918.24  
Pierce Michael S 2,596.16  
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Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 70.76  
Ralph Vance Land Development 317.59  
Ricci Antoinette Devs 53.68  
Rogers Adam & Stafford Amanda Frank & Roxanna 796.24  
Roja LLC 1,468.88  
 Rossignol Ricky 2,376.56  
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 3,787.99  
*Spencer Therese E 1,448.14  
St Ours Dwayne R & Irina 2,131.34  
*Stinchfield Michelle A 6.00  
Tyler Michael A & Nicole E 908.90  
Vance Joanne P and Susan Dumond 2,357.98  
Varney Katie L 2,242.36  
*Verrill Janice D 969.33  
Whitcher Paul & Serena 3,434.30  
White Sheila M & Wendell Bickford 318.42  
Woodbury Peter A II 2,385.10  
*Woodman John A 1,498.80  
*Woodman Scott 36.60  
2011  
*693 Roosevelt Trail LLC 6,313.38  
*75 Tandberg Trail C/O John Medici 2,842.55  
**Azimi Salmai 1,249.41  
*Baratta Robert 1,929.32  
*Barto Rollin V 1,826.46  
*Beal Ruth Heirs of 935.29  
  Beaulieu Michael W 1,957.12  
 *Beckwith Gary W 3,165.03  
* Billings David E 3,124.72  
*Billings David E & Faye E 1,273.24  
*Binette Margaret L C/O Cherish Burgess 2,713.28  
*Blake Development LLC 3,083.02  
*Bonin Valerie A 2,439.45  
* Bryant Bruce A & Albina D 1,934.88  
* Busque Michelle 1,203.74  
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 696.39  
Campbell Clyde H 2,565.94  
Carignan Anna Life Estate 4,265.10  
Carlberg Investment Group LLC 7,910.49  
Carrier Ronald 992.46  
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 13,234.19  
Chandler Etta Trustee 4,221.43  
*Cliff Realty Trust 3,540.31  
*Conant Susan H 261.36  
Coppersmith William B & Ruth A Baker 581.02  
Crowley Timothy C 6,690.07  
*Curit Randall & Christina 1,002.19  
*Cushman Jay 4,231.16  
*DGMJ Inc 4,436.88  
Dorais Earlene M 1,327.45  
Drost Marjorie L – Heirs of 2,040.52  
Earle David Andrew & Whitney S 2,161.45  
*Egan Concetta J 552.10  
*Emerson Dennis R & Debora J 240.19  
*Esty Ann B – heirs of 2,386.63  
*Fairpoint Communications Inc 19.46  
*Farley Jason R 802.03  
*Farley Jason R & Lunt-Farley Julie L 1,155.09  
*Farrar Stephen R & Patricia Y 4,095.34  
*Favreau Anthony J & Linda M 2,507.56  
*Feeney James R Sr 1,811.86  
*Fisher Gale K  1,655.49  
*Fisher/Vear LLC 743.08  
*Fitzgerald James A & Jacqueline A 4,320.12  
*Forbes Donald M 768.67  
*Forest Avenue LLC 5,294.51  
 Fusco Fred V 522.64  
**Gaboury Kim L 223.69  
Gardner Kevin 319.70  
 Glantz Ronald A 7,311.40  
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 2,963.48  
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 2,980.16  
Glantz Ronald Augustus 646.35  
*Gleason Thomas W & Nancy A 1,795.88  
*Goodale Charles W & York Richard A - heirs of 923.64  
Gorham Susan M 1,912.64  
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of  C/O Marjorie Sampson 572.68  
*Graham Arnie 2,593.33  
*Greenlaw Stephen W 1,061.96  
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Greenlaw Tara L 582.41  
*Greenstreet Jeffrey 1,275.00  
*Gregory John H & Donna 2,920.39  
*Hague Charles A 1,677.73  
*Hammer Fitness Inc 7,430.94  
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T o w n  R e p o r t  
*Hanson Ryan F 835.39  
Haskell Susan J 195.99  
Herbert Kerry R & Katherine T 3,582.03  
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,870.35  
*Holman Development jCorp 929.91  
*Howerton John O & Gloria & Jewel L 1,694.37  
HRC-Village At Little Falls LLC 2,058.59  
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,179.52  
**Hurd Richard C 722.80  
James Dennis G 2,243.46  
Jipson Shannon 27.80  
Knight Barbara A  Margaret B Hooper Life Estate 1,608.23  
*KTO Holdings Company LLC 2,015.50  
Land of Nod LLC 4,026.83  
**Larrivee Martha A 4,424.70  
Lauzier James C & Joyce W 3,048.27  
*Lavelle Johneen M 3,001.26  
*Lavigne Pamela J 1,409.97  
*Law Marie Rose 713.52  
*Lebel Stacy C 1,684.68  
Leclair Linda 3,123.33  
Lewis Michael 4,773.26  
*Lindvall Properties LLC 8,889.05  
*LOR Realty Trust 1,668.00  
*Lunt-Farley Julie L 1,745.84  
*Luong Hiep & Le Giau 3,801.65  
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 354.45  
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,613.79  
*Maley George W Jr 956.32  
*Market Donna M 1,934.88  
*Market Trading Company LLC 3,782.19  
Marshall Raymond C III 3,782.19  
Matthews Thomas  & Debra 54.21  
*Mccalip Billy L & Christina A 1,041.11  
*McGary Glen S & Elsa B 2,853.67  
McKeage David L 1,540.12  
*Merrill Andrew D 1,166.74  
Miller Michael J 315.29  
*Minott Bernard T & Stephanie J 692.22  
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B   C/O Darrell Wing 578.24  
*Moulton Lester M JR 1,719.43  
Mulligan Shirley E 2,641.00  
Munroe John P 1,394.17  
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,360.43  
Noel Cheryl A 2,290.72  
*Noonan Thomas F Jr 1,690.24  
*Ober Richard W 205.72  
Palli Dena M   113.98  
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,288.53  
*Parkhurst Doris T 2,251.80  
*Partridge Jeffrey M 3,626.51  
*Paskewicz John H heirs of 2,207.32  
*PCS Properties LLC C/O Philip Adams 3,187.27  
*Pedersen Ronald E & Meredith 1,834.80  
*Pendleton Heather 1,231.76  
Pennell Julie M 2,919.00  
Pierce Michael S 2,887.03  
**Pierce Ryan A 612.50  
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 80.62  
*Quimby James B & Judith T 1,462.25  
Ralph Vance Land Development 453.14  
*Ralph Vance Land Development 69.47  
*Reynolds Chester B & Kathleen M Morey 937.61  
Ricci Antoinette Devs 48.65  
Rice Vicki A 1,633.28  
*Richard Ovide V Jr & Michele A 2,500.61  
Rogers Adam & Stafford Amanda, Frank & Roxanna 1,517.88  
Roja LLC 4,432.71  
Ross Dennis 720.02  
Rossignol Ricky 2,393.58  
*Rousseau Albert P Jr & Melissa D 1,498.42  
*Roy Dale P 2,043.30  
rydher clayburn 685.96  
**Sabine Ryan 75.00  
Saleme Sabrina 180.70  
*Shaughnessy Michael J & Mallory T 229.35  
*Shepard Linzell & Laurie 1,226.77  
*Shoemaker Roger J & Linda P 2,770.27  
*Small Debra A 60.69  
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 3,484.73  
ST Ours Dwayne R & Irina 4,378.50  
*Stanley Calvin & Margaret 581.39  
*Steeves Percy R Heirs of 2,924.56  
*Stinchfield Michelle A 16.68  
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*Strout Timothy A & Heidi J 3,290.13  
**Sykes Edward N 311.23  
*Thompson Gregory & Virginia 2,260.14  
*Thompson Lisa A 672.76  
*Toresdahl Dennis & Ann 2,308.79  
Tyler Michael A & Nicole E 824.27  
Valente Steven 980.64  
*Vance Anthony M 1,000.80  
*Vance Susan D 2,351.88  
Varney Katie L 2,244.85  
Vasapolli Stephen J & Katherine L 991.07  
*Verrill Janice D 3,292.91  
Waterhouse Peter R 810.37  
*Wax Jeffrey M 3,014.91  
*Weeks Michael W 652.78  
*Welch Joseph S 172.23  
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,520.87  
White Sheila M & Wendell P Bickford III 362.79  
*Windham Way Development LLC 12,972.87  
Woodbury Peter A II 2,424.16  
*Woodman John A 1,876.96  
*Woodman Scott 40.31  
*Wright Constance M 2,490.88  
*Wright Lee S 1,152.65  
*York Robert L Jr  558.62  
2012  
693 roosevelt trl llc 6472.35 
75 tandberg llc  c/o John Medici 3,018.15  
*8 C P LLC 1,135.92  
*AT&T Wireless 3,183.20  
** Atwood Nikki 2,940.21  
 Azimi Zalmai 2,077.65  
*Baillargeon Holly A 265.76  
Baratta Robert 1,977.90  
Barto Rollin 1,872.45  
Beaulieu Michael W 2,006.11  
Beckwith Gary W 3,244.73  
*Bennett Elaine r  c/o Linda Catalano 1,068.04  
*Benson James T jr & Patricia j 714.01  
*Bicknell Doris 373.29  
Billings David e 3,203.40  
Billings David e & Faye E 1,305.30  
*Blackacre llc 3,082.99  
**Blake Development llc 2,737.40  
*Blanchard Robert a Jr & Antonia n 1,050.22  
Bonin Valerie a 2,500.88  
*Botton of The Hill llc 6,920.21  
**Boure Jonna m 1,298.04  
*Bourgoin Ronald e & Sherri a 5,985.71  
*Bowen Matthew e 1,485.56  
 Boyes Steveb & Angela 2,483.78  
**Brady Russell & Margaret 2,243.08  
*Braverman Alan s  c/o T Cheney  & C Goltz 2,351.25  
*Brown l William & Anita 451.02  
Bryant Bruce a & Albina d  1,983.60  
*Buck Betty l 583.78  
*Buck Catherine l 5.44  
*Buckley John j jr & Lisa & Kinard Kelly 3,561.08  
*Burger King Corp #3170 5,027.40  
Burgess Cherish n 2,808.68  
Butler Hugh m jr & Loraine p 2,261.48  
*Cairns James d iii & Susan 1,647.30  
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 713.93  
Campbell Clyde H 2,630.55  
*Carignan Roger p & Edward l jr 402.42  
Carlberg Investment Group LLC 81.09.68 
Carrier Richard a 1,808.30  
Carrier Ronald 1,017.45  
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 13,567.47  
*Chadbourne Shannon l 1,754.18  
Chandler Etta Trustee 4,327.73  
*Charczenko Jacob a & Susan c 1,396.50  
Charette David j & Mary k 2,449.58  
*Cheney Timothy & Goltz Carey 3,955.80  
*Chilinski jean c/o c Winslow & P Drouin 1,918.05  
*Clark Randall p & Susan 4,503.21  
Cliff Realty Trust 5,025.98  
*CNF LLC 3,942.98  
*Coastal Properties LLC 3,978.60  
*Coffey Joseph b 1,644.97  
Coffey Sean p e  498.04  
*Coffill Michael 44.06  
*Cole Kevin trustee  Gerald a Cole trust 2,029.00  
*Cole Margretta a 136.45  
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**collins john a 13.85  
**conant susan h 1,270.62  
*copp virginia r  2,971.13  
Coppersmith William B & Ruth A Baker 595.65  
**cote thomas j 973.27  
**crommett margaret & o'brien susan 146.53  
crossley e neil 4,232.25  
**croteau patricia j  c/o timothy & susan pratt 76.74  
crowley timothy m 6,858.53  
culpovich andrew j & jennifer c 1,723.00  
*cummings james e 50.28  
*Cushing Vincent W & Heidi L 1,981.46  
 Cushman Jay 4,337.70  
*Damon Richard G & Debra J 1,344.50  
**Decesare Roy & Nancy J c/o Kristan L Steele 55.93  
Densmore Kandi P 294.98  
Design Dwellings Inc 784.96  
*DEW LLC 2,170.28  
*DGMJ Inc 2,274.30  
*Difazio Paul K 523.23  
*Dodd Andrew J & Jennifer 2,498.50  
*Donovan Linwood C 898.46  
Dorais Earlene M 1,360.88  
*Doten James E & Kelso Catherine M 1,312.43  
Drew Doris 104.03  
Drost Marjorie L -Heirs of c/o Mary Montanex 2,091.90  
**Dunn Dianne 1,809.48  
 Dunn Marguerite 932.53  
Earle David Andrew & Whitney S 6,311.33  
**Egan ConcettaJ 632.50  
**Emerson Dennis R & Debora J 1,159.77  
*Emery Ronald J 608.48  
*Emery Timothy G & Charlotte E 3,576.75  
**Esty Ann B - Heirs of c/o Jayne Lunt 2,357.92  
Fairpoint Communications Inc 19.95  
*Faith Lutheran Church 800.85  
Farley Jason R & Julie Lunt-Farley 2,023.41  
Farrar Stephen R & Patricia Y 7,287.45  
Favreau Anthony J & Linda M 2,570.70  
*Feeney James R Jr  c/o Erik D King 363.96  
Feeney James R Sr 3,714.98  
Fellows Pamela J Trustee  1,374.95  
Fisher Gale K  1,697.18  
**Fisher/Vear LLC 114.44  
Fitzgerald James A & Jacqueline 4,428.90  
*Fitzgerald James A & Jacqueline A 252.23  
Fitzgerald John W Jr 265.05  
Forbes Donald M 876.38  
Forest Avenue LLC 5,427.83  
*Frey Philip Charles & Joan L 1,459.05  
Fusco Fred V 535.80  
Gaboury kim 337.73  
*Gallagher John & Yvonne 239.40  
Gardbner Kevin 327.75  
*Gardner Kevin 185.25  
Garry David 4,548.60  
*Gelzer Henry L 887.74  
Gilbert Alden 2,743.83  
Glantz Ronald A 7,164.91  
Glantz Ronald A & I georgie O 3,038.10  
Glantz ronald a & linda m 3,055.20  
Gleason thomas w & nancy a 1,841.10  
*Goodale Charles W & York Richard A – heirs of 1,895.25  
*Goodwin Philip S 49.30  
*Goodwin Ross O & Janet 2,847.15  
*Gordon Edmund J Trustee 425.54  
Gorham Susan M 1,960.80  
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 587.10  
*Graham Arnie 2,812.95  
Graham Timothy K & Russell C 2,712.71  
*Grant Reginald J 1,029.90  
**Green Earl H 31.83  
Green Earl H c/o Martin Iankov 3,449.93  
Greenlaw Stephen W 1,088.70  
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 597.08  
Greenstreet Jeffrey 1,513.35  
Gregory John H & Donna 2,993.93  
Grochmal Kathryn L - Heirs Of 494.44  
*Grufman Gretchen c/o Drewtek LLC 2,330.59  
*Gustafsob Karla M 1,611.36  
*Hague Charles A 1,719.98  
*Hammer Fitness Inc 7,618.05  
*Hanrahan Michael P & Vicki L 1,397.92  
*Hansen Timothy M & Tracy M 925.10  
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*Hanson James F Sr 1,113.56  
Hanson Ryan F 856.43  
*Harris Cynthia L 1,173.64  
*Harvey Russell G & Jennifer L 1,078.01  
Haskell Susan J 200.93  
*Hassapelis Theodore L & Andrea R 1,247.50  
Henkel Harold J Jr - Heirs of 2,312.17  
Herbert Kerry R & Katherine T 3,672.03  
**Hoar James E 928.57  
Holbrook Joanna C 2,587.80  
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,942.63  
Holman Development Corp 964.73  
Howerton John O & Gloria & Jewel 2,161.73  
*Huckins Leroy J & Laura Ann 1,655.14  
Huff Anthony M A & Debra 1,106.51  
*Huff Reginald & D Carolyn 1,394.50  
*Hunt Robert H III 2,573.55  
**Hunt Tricia Currie 76.69  
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 3,368.70  
Hurd Richard C 114.30  
*Hutchins Deanna 21.78  
*Iankov Martin 2,210.18  
*Isabelle Paul B & Carol A 2,985.38  
*J & J Depot Street LLC 625.58  
James Dennis G 2,299.95  
*Jeffers W Douglas & Irene M  1,258.27  
*Jimino Frank R & Teresa 481.65  
Jipson Shannon 28.50  
*Johnsen Carl M & Nicole S 98.64  
**Jones Harold S & Winifred A 98.11  
*Jones Harold S & Winifred  2,897.02  
Kamm Realty Trust Bruce V Mayberry Trustee 1,145.70  
*Kamm Realty Trust 1,251.15  
Keddy Mill Enterprises LLC 711.08  
Kennedy Laurie J  1,670.81  
Knight Barbara A  1,648.73  
*Knightly John S & Rae Ann 1,386.53  
KTO Holdings Company LLC  2,066.25  
*Lachapelle Michel & Ellen  2,682.56  
*Lamson James E & Michele J St. Onge 1,949.40  
Langille Howard F  728.21  
*Lare Larry  2,566.43  
Larrivee Martha A  2,609.18  
Larrivee Martha A c/o David Larrivee  2,359.80  
Lauzier James C & Joyce W 3,125.03  
Lavelle Johneen M  4,508.70  
**Lavigne Pamela J  1,740.84  
Law Marie Rose  2,080.50  
Leavitt Karen 6,942.60  
*Lebel Stacy C 1,727.10  
Leclair Linda 3,201.98  
Leroyer Jon D & Patricia M 2,723.18  
*Lestage John G Sr  c/o Carol Rogers 1,414.54  
Lewis Michael 4,893.45  
*LH Investments LLC 158.22  
*Libby Lorrie C  2,368.35  
*Libby Roland A & Patricia E 2,442.45  
**Libby Stephen D & Linda L 1,390.45  
*Lindvall Properties LLC 9,112.88  
*LJM Properties LLC 2,825.78  
LOR Realty Trust       1,710.00  
Lougee George E Jr 4,066.95  
Lowell Clair F - Heirs Of 229.43  
Lowell Land LLC c/o Ted Thomes 1,218.38  
*Lund Ernest Heirs of c/o Raymond Lund 40.71  
Lunt-Farley Julie L 1,789.80  
Luong Hiep & Le Giau 3,974.33  
MW Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 363.38  
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,654.43  
*Mack Jeffrey L & Sandy M 672.56  
*Madsen David L & Jessica L 56.90  
**Maley Adam Robert & Maley Andrew Jayson 500.99  
Maley George W Jr 986.10  
*Mandarelli Samuel J Jr & Linda L  4,101.15  
*Manoogian Dorothy 2,493.75  
*Madsen Brian & Kristen  2,438.17  
**Market Donna M  1,983.60  
*Market Trading Company LLC 3,877.43  
Marshall Raymond C III 3,877.43  
**Martin Jeffrey E & Pamela N  1,090.71  
*Martin Scott A & Wendy J  1,172.27  
Matthews Thomas  & Debra 55.58  
*Mayberry Bruce V  1,999.99  
McCalip Billy & Christina A 853.58  
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*McCarthy Richard & Gina  3,252.90  
*McClure Robert L S III & Jennie D   5,224.76  
*McDonald Scott L 942.46  
*McDonald William R & Lynda 1,292.47  
McGary Glen S & Elsa B 2,925.53  
McKeage David L 1,578.90  
*McKeen Alana R 1,085.14  
McKeen-Worrey Susan 195.23  
*MCL Realty LLC 251.45  
*Melvin James A & Irene E 949.74  
**Merrill Andrew D  1,558.42  
*Merry Lorraine 74.10  
*Meyer Realty Investments Inc 831.92  
*Miller Michael J  1,875.30  
*Minott Bernard T & Stephanie J 709.65  
*Minott Steven R 190.95  
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B  592.80  
*Moody Mary L  7.49  
*Morin Scott A & Mihaela D  2,911.28  
*Morin Sheryl L  2,093.88  
*Morrell Dale S & Janet L  2,844.30  
*Mosher Lawrence R  5.60  
*Moulton Family Trust, W Ross 1,258.27  
*Moulton Lester M JR 1,762.73  
Mulligan Shirley E  2,707.50  
Munroe John P  1,429.28  
*Murphy John A & Mary Helen Mitchell  686.14  
*Neal David 168.15  
Newcomb Stephen  2,174.55  
*Nielsen Diane M & Cheryle Nielsen-Oesce  1,741.16  
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,470.23  
*Noble Kirk S  503.42  
Noel Cheryl A  2,348.40  
*Noonan Thomas F Jr 1,732.80  
Norica Matthew T & Amber E Driscoll   1,653.88  
Ober Richard W 210.90  
*OGG Jamerling  1,367.29  
*Page David A  1,159.95  
Palli Dean M c/o Sec of Hsg & Urbn Dev 116.85  
*Parker Carol Rogers 2,654.28  
Parker David A & Deborah A  1,320.98  
**Parkhurst Doris T 89.53  
*Partridge Jeffrey M 3,502.65  
*Paskewics John H - Heirs Of 2,262.90  
PCS Properties LLC 3,267.53  
Pease Felecia L  1,075.16  
Pedersen Ronald E & Meredith  1,881.00  
**Pendleton Heather 4,152.53  
Pennell Julie M  2,992.50  
*Peters James R  191.02  
*Peterson Linda 2,932.65  
**Philpot Lyndon W & Diana W Drachenberg  60.67  
*Phinney Abraham 5,215.93  
*Pierce Jeffrey M  396.86  
Pierce Michael S  2,959.73  
Pierce Ryan A  1,387.95  
*Pinkham Renee M & T & C Thurlow  1,182.75  
Pluff David J  2,232.98  
*Poland Bradley B & Judith A  1,287.49  
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean  82.65  
*Quimby James B & Judith T 2,349.83  
*R & T Enterprises LLC  800.85  
Ralph Vance Land Development 82.65  
*Ralph Vance Land Development 6,590.63  
*Randall Robert & Helen r & Lauren Baker 1,292.99  
*Real Estate Opportunities LLC 441.75  
*Reed Thelma I 980.60  
*Reichert Clifford F & Patricia Anne 3,392.59  
*Resnick Jonathan R 448.16  
*Reynolds Chester B & Kathleen M Morey 1,929.45  
*Reynolds Mary J 1,098.68  
*Reynolds Matthew S & Natasha A 482.99  
Ricci Antoinette Devs 49.88  
Rice Vicki A 1,684.36  
*Richard Naomi H 574.44  
Richard Ovide V JR & Michele A 2,563.58  
*Richards Dennis & Marilyn 1,995.00  
**Richardson Tina M 149.83  
*Roberts Stephen C & Patrice Keating 37.56  
Rogers Adam & Amand & Frank & Roxanna Stafford 1,556.10  
*Rogers Carol A 1,283.92  
**Rogers Stephen M & Donna D 1,022.53  
Roja LLC c/o Robert Hanson JR 4,544.33  
Ross Dennis 738.15  
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Rossignol Ricky 2,453.85  
*Rousseau Albert P JR & Melissa D 1,536.15  
*Rowe Sharron Marie 507.30  
*Roy Properties LLC 3,675.08  
Ruggieri Dale P 2,094.75  
*Rullo Sandra 180.45  
*Russo John M & Susan E Wells 2,281.54  
Ryder Clayburn L 1,406.48  
*S & K Investments INC 2,197.35  
Sabine Ryan 240.83  
Sam Properties LLC 1,234.05  
*Sawyer Jeffrey 1,593.85  
Sawyer Linda M 2,634.83  
*Sawyer Michael S 95.14  
*Sawyer Michael S & Floia J 64.57  
*Sawyer Nancy C 854.29  
*Sawyer Raymond F D 692.55  
*SBA Investment Group c/o Reggy Butts 1,609.46  
Schidzig Brian E & Elizabeth 1,630.20  
*Schidzig Brian & Elizabeth  1,013.18  
**Seavey Gerald  631.71  
Seavey Gerald  2,864.96  
Seavey's Furniture & Appliance INC 705.37  
*Sebago Heights LLC 4,478.04  
*Shaughnessy Michael J & Mallory T Otteson 1,085.85  
*Sheldon Kathleen M  733.01  
Shepard Linzell & Laurie  2,542.20  
Shoemaker Roger J & Linda P  2,840.03  
*Shoreland Dev LLC c/o Diversified  1,484.43  
*Shoreland Development LLC 1,651.58  
*Sloan Eric D  2,243.10  
*Small Carl & Lois 2,101.54  
**Small Debra A  1,115.40  
*Smith Michael B 1,057.35  
Smith Nancy L  2,398.28  
Somers Kelly E  910.58  
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 3,572.50  
SRM LLC 872.10  
St. Ours Dwayne R & Irina 4,488.75  
**Stanley Calvin & Margaret 1,180.43  
Steeves Percy R Heirs of 2,998.20  
*Stevens Bruce W & Maila 3,168.96  
*Stinchfield Michelle A  17.10  
Strout Timothy A & Heidi J  3,780.53  
**Stuart Jeffery W & Muriel L  1,575.72  
Susan Duchaine LLC 1,206.98  
*Swan Russell N  3.46  
**Sykes Edward N  3,607.62  
Tajonera Bern P - Heirs of  2,193.08  
*Temm Isabelle - Heirs of  103.11  
*The Rightstone Inc c/o Neal Brown  577.12  
Thomes Theodore W  894.80  
Thompson Gregory & Virginia 2,317.05  
Thompson Lisa A  1,379.40  
*Thurlow Fred L  1,748.48  
*Timmons Robert D & Margaret D  1,807.61  
Toresdahl Dennis & Ann  2,366.93  
Toto Christopher J & Diane  2,289.98  
*Tucker Howard J  3,012.45  
Tyler Michael A & Nicole E  845.03  
Valente Steven 2,010.68  
Valle William & Sarah Grover  29.92  
*Vance Anthony M 2,291.38  
*Vance Donald E & Joanne P  10,978.92  
Vance Susan D  2,411.10  
Varney Katie L  2,301.38  
Vasapolli Stephen J & Katherine L  2,032.05  
**Verrill Janice D  512.04  
*Walker Stephen M Jr 1,239.75  
Ward Linda D  1,411.20  
**Waterhouse Janet M  547.20  
Waterhouse Peter R 830.78  
*Watson Rose Marie 50.53  
Wax Jeffrey M  3,090.83  
*Webb John E & Carrie Perry  2,286.25  
**Weeks Michael W  1,125.58  
*Welch Joseph S  1,747.05  
Westberry Marsha K  3,239.03  
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J  609.53  
White Sheila M & Wendall P Bickford III  371.93  
*White Wave LLC 4,565.23  
*Whitney Jeffrey M  4,020.92  
**Widger Olive M - Heirs Of  588.83  
*Wilson William - Heirs Of  2,507.29  
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**Windham Way Development LLC 1,827.56  
*Winslow William O  951.99  
Woodbury Peter A II  2,576.40  
*Woodbury Peter L Heirs Of 472.25  
Woodman John A  2,680.43  
*Woodman Scott  41.33  
*Woods William H & Wendy S  1,979.83  
*Wright Constance M - Heirs Of  2,781.60  
Wright Lee S  2,168.85  
Wright Theodore T  191,805.00  
**Yates Eric A & Pamela J  92.45  
*YC Manchester Woods LP  17.18  
*York Clifton R  74.89  
**York Robert L Jr 222.41  
1990  
    Merrifield, Lynn. 74.70  
1991  
    Butts Financial Group 348.00  
    Innovative Inks 174.00  
    Merrifield, Lynn 78.30  
1992  
    Butts Financial Group 358.00  
    Datson, Brian, Esq. 7.16  
    Innovative Inks 179.00  
    Kendall, Calvin. 123.96  
    Merrifield, Lynn 80.55  
    S K Enterprises, LTD, Inc. 46.54  
1993  
    Bodwell, William DBA Subway, N. Windham 273.02  
    Butts Financial Group 374.00  
    Cekutis, Terrance J./S. Maine Video 411.40  
    Child, Mark H. DBA Child Brothers Const. 39.27  
    Douglas, Gilbert DBA Yankee Steamer 115.94  
    Dumont, Bryan DBA The Pet Mart 31.50  
    Innovative Inks 187.00  
    Kendall, Calvin DBA Family Video 392.70  
    Little Caesar's Pizza 439.45  
    Merrifield, Lynn 84.15  
    Morton, Russell G. DBA Morton's  86.02  
    S K Enterprises, LTD, Inc. DBA The Write Image 48.62  
    Strong, Roger DPM 46.75  
    Valante, Philip J. DBA Economy Auto 145.86  
    We Kids Clothes/Donna Cordeiro 14.96  
    Weeks, Lowell, Attorney at Law 71.06  
    Windham House of Pizza 187.00  
    Wise, Michael DBA Coastal T-Shirts 13.09  
1994  
     Bodwell, William DBA Subway, N. Windham 282.51  
     Butts Financial Group 387.00  
     Child, Mark H  DBA Child Bros. Const 40.64  
     Demaris, Raymond DBA Atlantic Coffee 5.19  
     Douglas, Gilbert DBA Yankee Steamer 119.97  
     Dumont, Bryan DBA The Pet Mart 119.97  
     Eastern Leasing 46.44  
     Eastman Kodak Cr. Corp.   
       c/o Windham Photo Barn 592.11  
     Innovative Inks 193.50  
     Jackson, John DBA Countryside Butcher 121.91  
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     Juneman, Thomas DBA Sizzler 2,418.75  
     Lucier, Gary, DBA Village Redemption 15.48  
     Merrifield, Lynn 87.08  
     Morton, Russell G.  DBA Morton's 89.01  
     Mountain Springs Water Treatment 30.96  
     MSC Computing Center 38.90  
     Nelson, Peter & Diane   
          DBA New Eng. TV Satellite 13.55  
     Peterson, Anne, DBA Family Video 399.58  
     SK Enterprises LTD, Inc. DBA The Write Image 50.31  
     Weeks, Lowell D 73.53  
     We Kids Clothes - Cordeiro, Donna 15.48  
     Windham Renaissance, Inc. - Elly Clough 46.44  
1995  
    Bodwell, William DBA Subway No Windham  313.95  
    Business & Family Asset Protection  7.80  
    Butts Financial Group  390.00  
    Demaris, Raymond DBA Atlantic Coffee 5.85  
    Dumont, Bryan 120.90  
    Genesys Computer Sys 13.65  
    Gould, John B DBA Gould's Law Office 111.41  
    Industrial Engine Rebuilder c/o Barker, P. & C. 161.85  
    Innovative Inks  214.50  
    Jordan, Michael  DBA The Garage 39.00  
    Juneman, Thomas DBA Sizzler  2,213.25  
    Lab Enterprises c/o Lefevre, John  39.00  
    Libby Energy Inc 181.35  
    Lucier, Gary DBA Village Redemption  15.60  
    Med-Bill Inc  46.80  
    Memory Works  15.60  
    Merrifield, Lynn  87.75  
    Morrell, John  245.36  
    Mountain Springs Water Treatment  62.40  
    Nelson, Peter & Diane DBA NE TV Satellite  15.60  
    Never A Dull Moment  44.85  
    S K Enterprises Ltd Inc DBA The Write Image  50.70  
    Solari, Louis DBA  Solari Appraisal  93.60  
    Vip Eyes  76.05  
   Weeks, Lowell, Attorney-at-Law 74.10  
   Wheeler, Jean DBA Windham Hair Fashions  21.45  
   Windham Wok Inc. DBA Polynesian North  152.10  
  
1996  
    All For A Dollar Inc 128.15  
    All Forms Co., Inc. 37.70  
    Billingslea, Don Bumper To Bumper Auto Repair 19.50  
    Black, Skip, European Motor Works 74.10  
    Business Exchange Inc  
          Restaurant Equip Super Store 117.00  
    Casparius, Robert E, Windham Photo Barn 1,002.30  
    Chipco Int'l Ltd 6,522.75  
    Corwood Transportation Inc 70.20  
    Creighton, Todd D C,  
    Creighton Chiropractic Center 313.95  
    Do Wong Inc DBA Kirin Palace 165.75  
    Dumont, Bryan, The Pet Mart 134.55  
    EFS Inc 13.65  
    Environmental Chemistry Consultants Inc 288.60  
    Falmouth Fire Equipment Inc 62.40  
    Fyre Resq Unlimited 28.80  
    Goodine, Jerry, Affordable Auto Body 31.20  
    Gould, John B, DBA Gould's Law Office 312.00  
    Gutter Wholesalers Inc 78.00  
    Hamilton National Leasing Co 70.20  
    Hoffman, Linda, Annies Bookstop TM 43.14  
    Jordan, Michael DBA The Garage 189.15  
    Keniston, Deanna R. DBA Keniston Associates 13.72  
    Lampron, Steve, Apple A Day 131.19  
    Libby, Adam S., S D Libby & Sons 64.10  
    Liberty Environmental Services 46.80  
    Louie's Pizza & Pasta Inc 25.22  
    Lucier Gary DBA Village Redemption 15.60  
    Maine Equipment Leasing Co 25.94  
    Marshall Industries Inc 21.45  
    Mats Inc., Cave, James C 107.25  
    Merrifield, Lynn 210.60  
    Miller, Richard DBA Rainbow Cleaning Systems 49.72  
    Morrell, John DBA Morrell Construction 624.00  
    Nelson, Peter & Diane   
        DBA New England TV Satellite 103.35  
    Peterson Realty of Falmouth 49.39  
    Richards, Carol, DBA Quality Car Cleaners 9.75  
    Roy, Richard, DBA Never A Dull Moment 58.50  
    RV Rentals Inc 35.10  
Personal Property Tax (Cont.) 
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    Sabre Printing LLC, DBA Innovative Inks 483.60  
    Sanborn, Rick, DBA Village Jewelers 109.20  
    Solari, Louis, DBA Solari Appraisal 452.40  
    Steeves, Colleen J, DBA Country Seafood 83.70  
    Stop & Shop Co Inc, DBA Bradlees 1,852.85  
    Tercis Inc, DBA Romard's Hallmark 17.94  
    Thibodeau's Farm, DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.55  
    Tingley, John DBA Quality Express 89.70  
    Turitz, David DBA Bookland of Maine 147.90  
    U S Bankcard Center 37.05  
    Walker, Irving & Nancy DBA Lakeland Variety 202.80  
    Weeks, Lowell D, Attorney-At-Law 70.20  
    Weymouth, Terry E & Judith 9.75  
1997  
   All Forms Company Inc. 478.95  
   Black Skip European Motor Works 69.75  
   Casparius, Robert E. 840.10  
   Chipco Int't Ltd 5,835.75  
   Curit Randall  Affordable Cellularone 44.95  
   Dumont Bryan   The Pet Mart 114.70  
   EFS Inc 12.40  
   Goodine Jerry   Affordable Auto Sales & Auto Body 27.90  
   Gould John B DBA Gould's Law Office 248.00  
   Gutter Wholesalers Inc 150.35  
   Hoffman Linda   Annies Bookstop TM 63.55  
   Lampron Steve  Apple A Day 96.10  
   Libby Adam W    S D Libby & Sons 342.55  
   Louie's Pizza & Pasta Inc 618.45  
   Lucier Gary   DBA Village Redemption 12.40  
   Merrifield  Lynn 201.50  
   Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 620.00  
   Mortenson Lee   DBA Four Seasons Tire & Service 94.55  
   Nynex Power Pass   29.45  
   Prudential Insurance Co 141.05  
   Sabre Printing LLC  DBA Innovative Inks 389.05  
   Sanborn Rick   DBA Village Jewelers 82.15  
   Solari Louis   DBA Solari Appraisal 496.00  
   Tanguay Carolina   DBA Harvest Moon Crafts 42.65  
   Tercis Inc   DBA Romard's Hallmark 706.80  
   Thibodeau's Farm DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 49.60  
   U S Bankcard Center 32.55  
   Ward William DBA Downeast Textiles 46.50  
   Wilbur Mark JE  DBA Awesome Audio Inc 55.80  
   Wolfe June & Crossman Christine 86.80  
1998  
    Afthim Pam DBA Pam’s BLT”s 90.27  
    All Forms Company Inc 418.44  
    Black Skip 71.33  
    Brewer Richard A Doughty 9.51  
    Carpet Outlet Plus 55.48  
    Casparius Robert E, Windham Photo Barn 695.82  
    Chalet Enterprises Inc 72.91  
    Chipco Int’l Ltd 3,635.99  
    Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 79.25  
    EFS Inc 12.68  
    FCPBS Inc 93.52  
    Glantz Mark DBA Superior Motors 19.02  
    Good Vibrations  Estelle Cormier 49.14  
    Gould John B DBA Gould’s Law Office 253.60  
    Hoffman Linda 64.99  
    Lampron Steve  Apple A Day 98.27  
    Libby Adam W S D Libby & Sons 350.29  
    Louie’s Pizza & Pasta Inc 511.96  
    M & D Enterprises Inc 52.31  
    Merrifield Lynn 206.05  
    Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 396.25  
    Northeast Cellular Telephone  
    DBA Maine Wireless 236.96  
    O’Donnell Enterprises DBA Yankee Sports 185.45  
    Pollution Control Services Inc 70.10  
    Sanborn Rick DBA Village Jewelers 84.01  
    Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Rama 104.56  
    Solari Louis DBA Solari Appraisal 507.20  
    Tercis Inc DBA Romard’s Hallmark 602.30  
    Thibodeau’s Farm  
    DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 53.89  
    Wallingford Diana DBA Hair Care Etc 62.42  
    Walsh Mason Inc 108.97  
    Wilbur Mark Jr DBA Awesome Audio Inc 57.06  
    Wok N Roll Inc 668.87  
    Yamhto Dan 80.04  
1999  
    Black Skip DBA European Motor Works 72.00  
    Brewer Richard 9.60  
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    Byers Ken DBA Mediapower-Mystiques 25.60  
    Carpet Outlet Plus 56.00  
    Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 740.80  
    Cook Me Inc 24.00  
    Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 35.39  
    Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 80.00  
    Family Values Inc DBA U-Save Auto Rental 9.60  
    FCPBS Inc 67.20  
    Federal Leasing Corporation 52.80  
    Good Vibrations 49.60  
    Hancock Michael L CFP  
    Investment/Financial Planning 53.49  
    Hoffman Linda 65.60  
    Huff’s Hiperformance 40.00  
    JLS Ventures Inc DBA Boston Hair Company 70.40  
    Jones Steve DBA Furniture Services Company 31.20  
    M & D Enterprises Inc 52.80  
    Merrifield Lynn 196.80  
    Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 400.00  
    Phigment Inc DBA GNC Live Well 21.33  
    Realty Executives Inc 97.50  
    Scavo Enterprises DBA Little Caesars Pizza 736.00  
    Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Ram 209.60  
    Snyder Tim DBA Lighthouse Graphics 241.60  
    Thibodeau’s Farms Inc  
    DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.00  
    Vanguard Cellular Systems Inc 6.98  
    Varney Mike DBA North Windham Getty 112.00  
    Wald William   
    DBA Mainely Cabinets & Millwork 152.00  
    Walsh Mason Inc  
    DBA Windham Paint & Decorating 110.40  
    Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 57.60  
    Windham Eagles FOE #4352 22.40  
    Wok N Roll Inc 675.20  
2000  
    Black Mountain Wood Co 1,292.10  
    Boshear Gaylen DBA East Coast Press 267.27  
    Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 794.73  
    Chesterfield Financial 109.74  
    Cosgwell Jason DBA Windham Supply 31.86  
    Cook Me Inc 27.76  
    Drouin David & Nancy DBAThe Leaf & Bean 132.75  
    Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 88.50  
    Flint Robert DBA Great Falls Professional Serv 95.89  
    Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop 72.57  
    Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 44.25  
    Ice Cream Distributing Co.  Thibodeau’s Farm 61.95  
    Jeremiah Financial Group Inc 146.91  
    Lease Corporation of America 162.84  
    Macdonald Brent & Kristi 128.76  
    Merrifield Lynn 217.71  
    Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 442.50  
    O’Brien’s Hardwood Flooring 77.06  
    Realty Executives Inc 107.97  
    Sawyer Bruce R 37.17  
    Sequel Capital Corporation 122.13  
    Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Rama 231.87  
    Whiting William  
    DBA Whiting Financial Services 17.70  
    Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 63.72  
    Wok N Roll Inc 543.39  
    Wood George B & Doris S  
    C/O Paul & Sally Ellis 14.16  
2001  
    Atkinson Robert Jr 2,045.12  
    Benoit Scott 45.65 
    Black Mountain Wood Co 2,530.84  
    Blue Jay Fuel Company Inc 43.82  
    Boulanger John H 809.78  
    Casparius Robert E 808.92  
    Cogswell Jason 32.87  
    Cook Me, Inc 54.78  
    Drouin David & Nancy 136.95  
    Edwards Janice A 18.26  
    Grinnell Collin 47.48  
    Harris Kimberly 26.47  
    Hoffman Linda 74.87  
    Huff’s Hiperformance 45.65  
    Land Phillip 89.47  
    Lund Edward 21.91  
    MacDonald Brent & Kristi 220.95  
    Manandola James 21.91  
    Maplehurst Services 60.87  
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    Merrifield Lynn 224.60  
    Morrell John  456.50  
    Mosler Inc 208.16  
    Nelson Frederick 266.60  
    Nguyen Lam 104.08  
    O’Brien’s Hardwood Flooring 158.86  
    Putnam Investments  54.78  
    R E G INC 597.10  
    Radcliff Paving 189.32  
    Regents International Inc 177.12  
    Rosetec Software Inc 21.91  
    Thibodeau’s Farms Inc 63.91  
    Toto Christopher 520.41  
    Wilbur Mark 65.74  
    Wood George B & Doris S 18.26  
2002  
    Architectural Counters Inc 167.96  
    Arsenault Anthony P DBA   
    Progressive Beauty Supply 32.02  
    Atkinson Robert Jr  
    DBA Atkinson Trucking & Logging 891.48  
    Benoit Scott DBA Northside Services 40.38  
    Black Mountain Wood Co 1,876.63  
    Blue Jay Fuel Company Inc 38.76  
    Boulanger John H 1,535.87  
    C & B’s Cigarette & Tobacco Shoppe 24.23  
    Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 736.44  
    CMA Carpentry, Chris Allen 116.28  
    Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 121.13  
    Drouin Nancy 21.00  
    Edwards Janice A  
    DBA Gold Leaf Restorations 16.15  
    European Motors C/O H Libby 122.74  
    Expert Tree Service 161.50  
    Fifield David DBA Dave’s Garage 106.59  
    Fleet Merchant Services 40.37  
    Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 114.67  
    Gerke Steven M DBA Southern Maine Inspection 21.00  
    Grinnell Collin DBA Sebago Detail Shop 41.99  
    GSJA Corp DBA Hunt & Timar 387.60  
    Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop TM 66.22  
    Homestead Insurance Agency Inc 24.23  
    Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 40.38  
    La Quan DBA Art Nail 66.22  
    Land Phillip 79.14  
    Little Guy Property Maintenance 116.28  
    Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 19.38  
    Merrifield Lynn 198.65  
    Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 403.75  
    Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 16.15  
    Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 235.79  
    Radcliff Paving 84.79  
    Roberts Timothy & Diana  
    DBA T D Roberts Property Servc 76.71  
    Schidzig Elizabeth Quinn 83.50  
    Thibodeau’s Farms Inc  
    DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.53  
    Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 460.28  
    Townsend Concrete 72.68  
    Tree House Graphics 100.13  
    Turner Karen DBA Karen’s Variety 283.43  
    Wallace Mathew DBA Windham Tatoo 16.15  
    Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 58.14  
2003  
    A A Lock & Key Service 38.06  
    All Points Travel Inc 119.80  
    Arsenault Anthony P, Progressive Beauty Supply 38.06  
    Atkinson Robert Jr  
    DBA Atkinson Trucking & Logging 1,050.11  
    B & L Vending, Bob Hindle 41.52  
    Beaulieu Michael DBA Beaulieu Construction 882.30  
   Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping  1,809.58  
   Bowers David J DMD 237.01  
   Carrabassett Spring Water 29.41  
   Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 705.84  
   Cekutis Terrance DBA Lakeland Rentals 128.02  
   Cushing, Lawrence C. III  
   DBA Cush Co. Consulting 11.24  
   D & B Rental Inc 2,302.63  
   Dave’s Garage  - David Fifield 124.56  
   Dewolfe 438.20  
   Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 62.28  
   Drouin Nancy 24.22  
   Edwards Janice A DBA Gold Leaf Restorations 19.03  
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   Emerson Dennis & Darren  
                  DBA Emerson Excavating 2,242.65  
   Emerson Kenneth W Sr 147.05  
   European Motors C/O H Libby 192.03  
   Expert Tree Service 697.19  
   Fernald Roger 138.40  
   Finest Kind Auto Detailing  
   C/O Rick Fairbrother 44.98  
   Fleet Merchant Services 60.55  
   Frederick Nancy, Homeopathy 9.53  
   Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 134.94  
   Gerke Steven M DBA Southern Maine Inspection 25.95  
   Getty Car Wash – Spencer Enterprises 496.51  
   Gilman James 449.80  
   Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 140.13  
   Hall Susan M DBA Hall’s Kitchen & Bath 229.22  
   Hanson William E  
   DBA W E Hanson Transport LLC 515.54  
   Harris William 1,250.79  
   Herbert Thomas 44.98  
   Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop TM 79.58  
   Homestead Insurance Agency Inc 29.41  
   Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 193.76  
   Interlott Technologies Inc 155.70  
   Jensen’s Kitchen & Bath 147.05  
   JHC Home Repair, James Copp 37.19  
   Jordan Ivy & Lyons Carrie DBA Little Log Cabin 38.06  
   Keene Dan 117.64  
   Kelso Catherine 89.96  
   La Quan DBA Art Nail 77.85  
   Land Phillip DBA Land Tree & Stump 91.69  
   Larrivee Glen 131.48  
   Larrivee Richard 53.63  
   Lauzier James 168.52  
   Little Guy Property Maintenance  
   C/O James E Godfrey JR 140.13  
   Lobster Traps, James Berke 352.92  
   Lobster Traps, David Sprague 387.52  
   Lobster Traps, Tim Strout 133.21  
   Losciuto Scott C  
   DBA Wish List Handyman Service 34.60  
   Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 24.22  
  Lynn Merrifield 235.28  
  Magic City builders – Kevin Tibbits 145.32  
   Mandi Construction Inc, Mandarelli Samuel 96.88  
   Maurais James 301.02  
   Merrill Richard 62.63  
   Miller Peter 243.93  
   Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 477.48  
   Moulton Ross Ellectrician 44.98  
   Nappi Michael BA Nappi’s Lockworks 19.03  
   National Pool & Spa, Dave Wallace 137.20  
   Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 281.99  
   Noke Rich 735.25  
   Parisi Vending Co Inc 17.30  
   Partridge Walter G DBA Small Load Trucking 214.52  
   Preble Jeffrey D DBA J D Preble Design 51.90  
   Quick Space 294.10  
   Richards Victor SR 44.98  
   Roberts Timothy &Diana  
   DBA T D Roberts Property Service 221.44  
   Schidzig Elizabeth Quinn   
   DBA Maine Design Studio 96.88  
   Scroog & Marley Books 29.41  
   Sebago Outfitters – John Kibler 135.12  
   Sennett Frank DBA General Mach8ine 62.28  
   Sevigny Ron & Company 74.39  
   Spaulding & Associates 31.14  
   Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 176.46  
   Stiffler Paul 25.95  
   Suburban News 47.10  
   Thibodeau Walter 176.46  
  Thibodeau’s Farms Inc  DBA Ice Cream Dist 153.97  
   Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 591.66  
   Townsend Concrete 86.50  
   Trend-Lines Inc  
   DBA Woodworkers Warehouse #248 733.49  
   Violette Christian DBA Violette Drywall 17.30  
   Wallace Mathew DBA Windham Tatoo 19.03  
   Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 76.12  
   Wilcox Roger 221.44  
   Wilson Frederick W 135.40  
   Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 47.81  
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2004  
A A Lock & Key Service, Crommie Martin 41.80  
A Touch of Country Inc, Depalma  Betty 38.00  
All Points Travel Inc 262.20  
Amoroso  Johanna 28.50  
Arctic-Aire Refrigeration Inc 45.60  
Arsenault Anthony P, Progressive Beauty Supply 41.80  
Atkinson Robert Jr  
DBA Atkinson Trucking & Logging 1,153.30  
B & L Vending, Bob Hindle 169.10  
Beaulieu Mike 1,140.00  
Billings David E, David Billings Paving 285.00  
Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping 2,141.30  
Cibc Bankvest / ILC C/O CBIZ 416.10  
Cleveland Tom, Creative Builder 78.85  
Cumberland Construction Inc 83.60  
Custom Kitchen LLC 93.10  
D & B Rental Inc 41.80  
D & J Roofing & Siding, Mallach Jason 25.65  
Dave’s Garage 136.80  
Delorimier Delores  
DBA Maranathia Hair Care for Men 8.55  
Domenichello Lawrence 20.90  
Duncanson Brian, Ditch Brook Custom Wood-
working 
7.37  
Eastup Automotive 219.85  
Equipment  -  Mark Reynolds 566.20  
Emerson  Excavating  Dennis & Darren Emerson 3,433.30  
European Motors C/O Skip  Black 210.90  
Expert Tree Service 830.30  
Fernald Roger 152.00  
Finest Kind Auto Detailing C/O Rick Fairbrother 49.40  
Firestorm Paintball LLC 452.20  
Fleet Merchant Services 66.50  
Fusco Fred C  
DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 95.00  
Getty Car Wash 1,090.60  
Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 19.00  
Hall Joseph 26.60  
Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 153.90  
Heritage Metalcraft Inc 163.40  
Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 231.80  
Ice Cream Distribution Co 169.10  
  Jensen’s Kitchen & Bath 161.50  
  JHC Home Repair 81.70  
  Jordan Ivy & Lyons Carrie DBA Little Log Cabin 83.60  
  Kelso Catherine 98.80  
  Lake Region Construction Inc 1,542.80  
  Lakeside Therapeutic Massage Inc 17.10  
  Lamkin Richard A DBA Unlimited Landscaping 34.38  
  Lauzier James 224.20  
  Levesque Russell 34.20  
  Lewis Mike 516.80  
  Lightguide Inc 29.80  
  Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E 
Godfrey Jr 
153.90  
  Lobster Traps – James Berke 387.60  
  Lobster Traps – David Sprague 425.60  
  Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 146.30  
  Losciuto Scott C dba Wish List  Handyman Ser-
vice 
28.50  
  Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 26.60  
  Magic City Builders 155.80  
  Mathieu Tony 128.39  
  Marzilli’s nc 754.30  
  Maurais James 359.10  
  McCormack Gregory T, Silver Ridge Apts 8.55  
  Merrifield Lynn 258.40  
  Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 524.40  
  Moulton Ross Electrician 98.80  
  Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 20.90  
  National Pool & Spa, Dave Wallace 579.50  
  Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 309.70  
  Nu P Nguyer 19.00  
  Ober Rick, Rick Ober Contractor/Builder Inc 20.90  
  P & R Excavating & Snowplowing – Peter Reali 1,223.60  
  Peterson Eric 155.80  
  Pit Stop Redemption Inc C/O Stephen Scribner 4.00  
  Preble Jeffrey D DBA J D Preble Design 57.00  
  Quick Space 323.00  
  Residential Mortgage Services 43.70  
  Richards Robert DBA Windham Butcher Shop 2.79  
  Richway Inc 96.90  
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  Roberts Timothy & Diana   
        DBA T D Roberts Property Service 243.20  
  Roof Masters 134.90  
  Sebago Outfitters 159.60  
  Sebago Trading Post 49.00  
  Sennett Frank DBA General Machine 74.10  
  Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 193.80  
  Stackhouse Cindi 80.75  
  Stiffler Paul 28.50  
  Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 704.90  
  Townsend Concrete 95.00  
  Vision Com Inc, Booth Tim 32.30  
  Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 83.60  
  Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 47.50  
2005  
   A A Lock & Key Service                   35.60  
   Aqua Vend 53.40  
   Atkinson Robert Jr 1,167.68  
   B & L Vending 156.64  
   Beaulieu Mike 1,153.44  
  Billings David E, David Billings Paving 252.76  
  Black Don Jr 124.60  
  Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping 770.74  
  Boyd Robert 534.00  
  Budget Rent A Car  C/O Burr Wolff 16.02  
  Carlberg John A , J & J Enterprises 49.84  
  Coggins Peter 15.13  
  CPI 100.14  
  Cumberland Construction 83.66  
  D & B Rental 30.26  
  D & J  53.40  
  Dave’s Garage 138.84  
  Debree Lee Ann 58.74  
  Downeast Coffee 33.82  
  Duncanson Brian J  
      dba Ditch Brook Custom Woodworking 92.56  
  Eastup Automotive 226.06  
  Emerson Dennis & Darren  
  DBA Emerson Excavating 2,705.60  
  Equipment 1,270.92  
  European Motors   211.82  
  Expert Tree Service 840.16  
  Finest Kind Auto Detailing c/o Rick Fairbrother 49.84  
  Firestorm Paintball LLC 585.62  
  Fleet Merchant Services 67.64  
  Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 96.12  
  Getty Car Wash 784.98  
  Glantz Ronald, Ron’s Auto Sales 154.86  
  Goldilon Restaurant 10.60  
  Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 19.58  
  Hajj Joseph 26.70  
  Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 87.22  
  Heritage Metalcraft Inc 165.54  
  Huff’s Hiperformance 234.96  
  Ice Cream Distributing Co 158.42  
  Intergrated Leasing Corp 16.02  
 JHC Home Repair 83.66  
  Kelso Catherine 99.68  
  Lake Region Construction Inc 1,575.30  
  Lamkin Richard A DBA Unlimited Landscaping 76.54  
  Lauzier James 226.06  
  Levesque Russell 32.04  
  Lewis Mike 484.16  
  Lightguide Inc 26.70  
  Little Guy Property Maintenance  
      C/O James E Godfrey 156.64  
  Lobster Traps – James Berke 363.12  
  Lobster Traps – David Sprague 398.72  
  Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 128.16  
  Losciuto Scott C  
      DBA Wish List Handyman Service 30.26  
  Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 26.70  
  Maer Inc DBA Mr Bagel Shop 229.62  
  Magic City Builders 149.52  
  Mains Dana H Sr 1,208.74  
  Mandi Construction Inc, Mandarelli Samuel 99.68  
 Marzillis Inc 706.66  
  Mathieu Tony, TKC Remodeling 154.86  
  Maurais James 46.28  
  Maven Unlimited 10.17  
  Merrifield Lynn 261.66  
  Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 530.44  
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  Moulton Ross Electrican 99.68  
  Murphy Jeffrey, Exterior Alterations 98.36  
  Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 21.36  
  National Pool & Spa, DaveWallace 519.76  
  Nelson Frederick DBA Mr Printer 220.72  
  Nu P Nguyer 51.62  
  Ober Rick, Rick Ober Contractor/Builder Inc 33.82  
  P & R Excavating & Snowplowing 1,238.88  
  Pit Stop redemption Inc C/O Stephen Scribner 25.19  
  Quick Space 320.40  
  Quizno’s 945.18  
  Richards Robert DBA Windham Butcher Shop 256.32  
  Roberts Timothy & Diana  
  DBA T D Roberts Property Service 245.64  
  Roof Masters 512.64  
  Rullo Mike 124.60  
  Sebago Outfitters 161.98  
  Sennett Frank DBA  General Machine 60.52  
  Smith Shirley 23.14  
  Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 195.80  
  Stackhouse Cindi 151.30  
  Superior Amusements Inc 10.66  
  Swett Alfred W dba A W Swett Woodworking Co 17.80  
  Thuotte BJ & Heidi,   
  Windham Country Farm Center 158.42  
  Tim’s Counter Works Inc 115.70  
  Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 712.00  
  Townsend Concrete 94.34  
  Vickery Catherine 53.40  
  Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 49.84  
2006  
  A W Richardson                                                                   97.18  
  A W Swett                                                           13.56  
  Abatement Solutions 290.41  
 American Phoenician Services 18.08  
 Associated Merchandise 11.30  
 Atlantic Restaurant Services 39.55  
 **  Audio Design Inc 9.73  
 Aurora Farms 77.97  
 Bacon Russell 1,248.65  
 Beaulieu Construction 915.30  
C J Toto and Son 565.00  
Champion Karate & Fitness 89.27  
D & B Rental 20.34  
D & J Roofing & Siding Inc 39.55  
Dave’s Garage 106.22  
David Billings Paving 200.01  
DJ Maine.com LLC 42.28  
E & B Construction 151.20  
Eastup Automotive 172.89  
Eddie’s Automotive 21.47  
Emerson Dennis & Darren dba Emerson Excavat-
ing 1,893.88  
Engine Works Unlimited 206.79  
Equipment, Mark Reynolds 1,009.09  
European Motors 168.37  
Expert Tree Service 666.70  
Exterior Alterations 126.56  
Firestorm Paintball LLC 409.06  
Fleet Merchant Services 51.98  
General Property Maintenance 99.44  
Goldilon Restaurant 507.37  
Goslant Albert 57.06  
Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 13.56  
Healthy Perspectives 71.19  
Heritage Metalcraft Inc 131.08  
Huff’s Hiperformance 186.45  
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 939.76  
Interior Fine Painting 16.95  
J and I Garage 150.29  
JCW II 170.63  
JHC Home Repair 65.54  
Kid’s Stop 3.76  
Knights Flooring 21.47  
Lauzier Surveyor James Lauzier 180.80  
Lightguide Inc Jay Richardson 21.47  
Little Guy Property Maintenance 125.43  
Lobster Traps James Berke 288.15  
Lobster Traps Eddy Justin 169.50  
Lobster Traps  David Sprague 316.40  
Lobster Traps Tim Strout 101.70  
Lymneos Treatment Associates 30.51  
Lynn Merrifield 207.92 
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Magic City Builders 113.00  
Maplehurst Services 162.72  
Marzilli’s Inc 403.41  
Maven Unlimited  9.04  
MGM Builders 11.30  
Moving Images 5.99  
Mr. Printer 174.02  
My Wish List Handyman Service 21.47  
Nason Roger 11.30  
National Pool & Spa 396.63  
New England Vending 67.80  
Northeast Star Leasing 68.93  
Peter Coggins Heating Services 22.60  
Pit Stop Redemption  Inc 21.47  
Quick Space 254.25  
Quizno’s 674.61  
Rent “N” Save Signs 423.75  
Rick Ober Contractor Inc 23.73  
R J Builders 125.43  
Roof Masters 385.33  
Sebago Outfitters 127.69  
Solar Design 84.75  
Sparta Vending Inc 7.73  
Speedy Auto Glass 150.29  
Spring Haven Services 35.03  
Superior Amusements Inc 20.34  
T D Roberts Property Service 195.49  
TKC Remodeling 124.30  
TNT Roofing 68.93  
Twigs and Things 16.95  
Unlimited Landscaping,  Richard Lamkin 55.37  
White Willow Farm 98.31  
Windham Country Farm Center 85.88  
2007  
A W Richardson 96.05  
A W Swett,  Swett Woodworking 12.43  
Advanced Landscaping—Steve Seavey 11.36 
Allen Chris, CMA Carpentry 126.56 
ASI  Abatement Solutions Inc 247.47 
Atlantic Restaurant Services – M Weimer 36.16  
Audio Design Inc – Stephen  A Crain 37.29 
Backpackers Inc  - Trish Leroyer 28.94  
Bacon Russell – Lake Region Construction Inc 1,237.35  
Beaulieu Mike 906.26  
C J Toto and Son 28.25  
Champion Karate & Fitness – Darren Stevenson 80.23  
Cherry’s Ice Cream – Rob Chapman 276.85  
Children’s Depot – Julie Murphy 7.91  
Classic Glass – Kay Sloan 16.25  
Coffee Pause Co 22.60  
Cone Heads Ice Cream 35.03  
D & B Rental 16.95  
D & J  Roofing & Siding Inc  38.42  
Dave Gutter’s Butcher Shop 45.76  
Dave’s Garage – David Fifield 103.96  
David Billings Paving 218.09  
Dell Leasing 6.40  
DJ Maine – Com LLC  - Jim Webb 77.97  
E & B Construction – Eugene Bellanceau 319.79  
Eastup Automotive 177.41  
Eddie’s Automotive – Edward Lund 21.47  
Emerson Dennis & Darren  
     DBA Emerson Excavating 1,650.93  
Equipment- Mark Reynolds 998.92  
Espirit Décor – Lee Anne Debree 36.16  
European Motors   167.24  
Expert Tree Service 667.83  
Exterior Alterations,  Jeff Murphy 125.43 
Floor Fashions – Michael Briggs 145.10  
Frank Erika L Esq 44.52  
General Porperty Maintenance – Don Black Jr 98.31  
Goldilon Restaurant – Jack Lee 445.22  
Goslant Excavating – Albert Goslant 113.00  
Green Grasshopper 11.30  
Greg Smart 128.82  
H & N Corp  10.42  
Hair Excitement – John Langlois 47.46  
Ice Cream Distributing Co – Thibodeau’s Farm 11.30  
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating  D. Ingraham 1,239.61  
JHC Home Repair – James Copp 65.54  
Jimino’s Motor Co 9.94  
Aurora Farms – Catherine Kelso 83.62  
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 JSD Welding  87.78  
 Kid’s Stop – Lauren Baker 4.56  
 Knights Flooring – Andrea Knight 21.66  
 Lampron  Energy – Dennis Dillon 9.12  
 Lanco Venders – Mike Lano 52.34  
 Lauzier Surveyor – James Lauzier 160.74  
 Lease Financial Group 3.42  
 Liberty Tax Service 21.66  
 Lightguide Inc 22.80  
 Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E 
Godfrey 123.12 
 Lobster Traps  - David Sprague 175.56  
 Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 54.72  
 Lymneos Treatment Assoc – Michael Lymneos 26.22  
 Lynn Merrifield  237.12  
 Magic City Builders – Kevin Tibbits 84.36  
 Marzilli’s Inc 273.60  
 Morrell John - DBA Morrell Construction 241.68  
 Moulton Motors – Lester Moulton 70.11  
 Moving Images – Norcia Matthew 67.26  
 My Wish List Handyman Service 27.36  
 New England Vending 44.46  
 Northeast Acadmey of Dance – Michelle 
Keyes 
22.80  
 Partridge Woodworking 25.08  
 Pegs Pals & Pets 39.68  
 Peter Coogins Heating Services – Peter 
Coogins 
17.10  
 Pit Stop Redemption Inc 37.62  
 Plourde Financial – Charles C Plourde 44.46  
 Quick Space 205.20  
 REMAX  ADVANCED REAL ESTATE 36.48  
 RJ Builders  Richard Jacobson 68.40  
 Ron’s Auto Sales –Ronald  Glantz 112.86  
 Roof Masters – David McKeage Jr 272.46  
 Scizzor Wizzards - Sumida Sferes 52.00  
 SD Libby and Sons 118.56  
 Solar Design – Tom Peterson 75.24  
 Southern Maine Redemption - Richard Hofsaes 11.40  
 Sparta Vending Inc 30.78  
 Spring Haven Services – James Maurais 27.36  
 Stiffler Builders – John F Chase 31.88  
 Sweet Pea Jewelry - Ashley Debrosse 11.40  
 TD Roberts Property Sev 173.28  
 Thayer’s Store  - Judith Quimby 421.80  
 The Weede Shop 8.15  
 Time for Pictures 36.48  
 Triple Nickel Tactical Supply 191.52  
 TRM ATM Corporation 3.42  
 White Willow Farm – Laurie Kennedy 66.12  
 Windham Auto Repair Service  191.52  
 Windham Country Farm Center 83.22  
2009 
 
 Allen Chris – CMA Carpentry 89.30  
 AMS Popcorn Co – Nathan Charles 23.50  
 Atlantic Restaurant Services – Mark Weimer 44.65  
 Audio Design Inc – Stephen A Crain 37.60  
 Backpackers Inc – Trish Leroyer 24.68  
 Bacon Russell – Lake Region Construction Inc 1,108.03  
 Beaulieu Construction – Michael  W Beaulieu 891.83  
 Bleicken Development Corp – Eric Bleicken 23.50  
 Buena Fortuna Catering – Tanya Landry 23.50  
 C J Toto & Son – Christopher Toto 32.90  
 Cat Enterprises – Larry Welch 23.50  
 Concurrence LLC  Rana Enterprises LLC 938.83  
 Country Traditions LLC – Pamela Saunders 421.83  
 D& L Rogers Lamdscaping – Dale K Rogers 152.75  
 David Billings Pavings – David E Billings 229.13  
 DB Accounting – Diane Belanger 22.81  
 DGMJ Inc – David M Garry 596.82  
 Ding Dogs – Sara Marks 58.75  
 Ditchbrook Custom Woodworking - Brian Duncan-
son 
47.00  
 DJ Maine Com LLC – Jim Webb 71.68  
 E & B construction – Eugene Bellanceau 25.85  
 Eastup Automotive – Edward Eastup Jr 190.35  
 Ehealthpartners Inc 44.65  
 Emerson Excavating – Dennis & Darren Emerson 983.48  
 Equipment – Mark Reynold 890.65  
 European Motors C/O H Libby 158.63  
 Expert Tree Service 677.98  
 Exterior Alterations – Jeff Murphy 101.05  
 GM Pollack & Sons 352.50  
 General Property Maintenance – Don Black Jr 79.90  
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Greg Smart  89.30  
Henry D Nelson DMD 244.40  
Highland Builders – Scott Forbes 113.98  
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 1,219.65  
JT Motors – Tammy Glantz 82.25  
JHC Home Repair – James Copp 52.88  
Jimino’s Motor Company 151.58  
JSD Welding – Doug Kasernan 84.60  
KTO Builders 17.04  
Lanco Venders – Mike Lano 55.23  
Lauzier Surveyor – James Lauzier 160.98  
Liberty Tax Service 44.65  
Lightguide Inc – Jay Richardson 25.85  
Little Guy Property Maintenance   
     James E Godfrey Jr 110.45  
LJM Builders – Jason Manley 23.50  
Lobster Traps – David Sprague 123.38  
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 49.35  
Lynn Merrifield  233.83  
Magic City Builders – Kevin Tibbits 70.50  
Maine Bean Bakehouse & Deli—Pamela Saunders 1,095.69  
Marzilli’s Inc 222.08  
Morrell Construction – John Morrell 239.70  
**moulton motors-lester moulton 70.50  
My Wish List Handyman Service – Scott Losciuto 27.03  
New England Vending 77.55  
Onsite Auto Glass 23.50  
Partridge Woodworking 27.03  
Plourde Financial – Charles Plourde 49.35  
Quick Space 203.28  
Rcn Inc – Roger Nason 23.50  
Rena Enterprises 147.96  
RJ Builders – Richard Jacobson 62.28  
Ron’s Auto Sales – Ronald Glantz 109.28  
Roof Masters– David McKeage Jr 442.98  
Sam’s Smoke City – Patel Sarfarraz 23.50  
Scizzor Wizzards – Sumida Sferes 88.13  
S D Libby & sons – Stephen D Libby 133.95  
SIC Satellite Sales – Ryan Robbins 11.75  
Solar Design 74.03  
 Goslant Excavating – Albert Goslant 129.25  Southern Maine Redemption – Richard Hofsaes 32.90  
Sparta Vending Inc 280.83  
Spring Haven Services – James Maurais 28.20  
T D Roberts Property Service  
     T D Roberts 172.73  
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 394.80  
The Electrician – Ted Hassapelis 27.12  
The Shelterman Inc – John Carlberg 31.73  
Three Bay auto  117.50  
Triplenickel Tactical supply 188.00  
Train Construction Sheldon C Train Jr 11.75  
White Willow Farm – Laurie Kennedy 56.40  
Windham Country Farm Center – BJ & Heidi Thu-
otte 
77.55  
Windham Independent – Donato Corsetti 27.03  
2010  
10-8 Software Solutions  Richard E Dyke 30.76  
Allen Chris  92.72  
Allen Kevin 40.26  
Ams Popcorn Co 24.40  
Atlantic Restaurant Services 46.36  
Audio Design Inc 39.04  
Bacon Russell  Lake Region Construction Inc 993.08  
Barriault Jane L Attorney 23.23  
Beaulieu Construction 880.84  
Bleicken Development Corp 48.80  
Boulanger’s Earth Works 678.32  
Buena Fortuna Catering 21.96  
CJ Toto and Son 36.60  
**C & A Property Management 7.38  
*Carpet Town 147.62  
Cat Enterprises 36.60  
CFMCO Inc 7.04  
Charlie Beigg’s 399.55  
Checks and Balances Business Service 7.32  
*City Girl Hair Design Studio 97.60  
Colonial Rod and Speed 76.86  
Concurrence LLC 972.34  
Cui Ming Inc 68.93  
Custom Built Homes Of Maine 99.05  
D & L Rogers Landscaping 156.16  
**Dance Makers 6.93  
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*Dave Johnson 26.23  
David Billings Paving 248.88  
DGMJ Inc 570.96  
Digital Video Magic 40.26  
Ding Dogs 61.00  
Ditchbrook Custom Woodworking 47.58  
E & B Construction 28.06  
Eastup Automotive 209.84  
Ehealth Partners Inc 61.00  
Emerson Excavating 1,017.48  
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 24.40  
ERA Today Realty  341.95  
Erika Frank Esquire 24.40  
European Motors 164.70  
*G E Miller Wood Floors 17.82  
G M Pollack and Sons 341.60  
General Property Maintenance  Don Black Jr 78.08  
Goslant Excavating 157.38  
Greg Smart 92.72  
Hanna Cumlmer Modeling and Fahion 11.03  
Henry Nelson D DM 269.62  
Higher Ground Lanscaping 53.68  
Highland Builders 102.48  
Indopco Inc 48.80  
Industrial Parkonline.com 61.00  
Ingraham Paving and Sealcoating 1,204.14  
J T Motors 109.80  
J. A. F. Security Service 61.00  
JHC Home Repair 47.58  
Jimino’s 151.28  
JSD Welding 85.40  
K R Stiffler Construction 24.40  
KTO Builders 39.04  
Lasting Impressions of Maine 13.02  
Lauzier Surveying 30.50  
Lewis Michael 98.82  
Liberty Tax Service 57.34  
LJM Builders 35.38  
Lobster Traps   - David Sprague 128.10  
**Lone Tree Woodworkers 60.38  
Lynn Merrifield 231.80  
Magic City Builders 61.00  
Maine Motors 36.60  
Maine Path and Paddle Guide’s 39.04  
Marzilli’s Inc 208.62  
Morrell construction 217.16  
Moulton Motors 145.18  
New England Vending 132.98  
North Atlantic Insurance Association 13.35  
Onsite Auto Glass 36.60  
P & C Automotive 42.30  
Patriot Mortgage 20.74  
Pet Quarters 252.97  
Plourde Financial 48.80  
Quick Space 181.78  
Rain Drop Yoga Studio 10.98  
Ralph Vance Land Development 919.88  
RCN Inc Roger Nason 36.60  
Rena Enterprises 163.48  
Ron’s Auto Sales   Ronald Glantz 107.36  
Roof Masters  David McKeage Jr 424.56  
Royal Technology Management 30.57  
Scizzor Wizzards  Sumida Sferes 100.04  
SD Libby and Sons 126.88  
Sebago Basin Tile Works 42.70  
SIC Satellite Sales Ryan Robbins 36.60  
Signature Kitchens Tim Blackie 14.71  
Solar Design   Tom Peterson 91.50  
Southern Maine Redemption  Richard Hofsaes  36.60  
Sparta Vending Inc 289.14  
Sprinag Haven Services    James Maurais 26.84  
TD Roberts Property Service 154.94  
Thayer Store  Judith Quimby 369.66  
The Coffee Capp   Kathleen M Locvke 24.40  
The Computer Hub Jordan Benjamin & Christopher 24.40  
The Electrician Ted Hassapelis 30.50  
The Grotto  CNFI Corp 183.28  
The Landing Restaurant 267.18  
The Shelterman Inc   John Carlberg 39.04  
The Siding Guy  Wayne Morse 6.10  
Tim Horton’s    Shane Reagh 918.66  
Train Construction 36.60  
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W E Fixxit   Elton Vazquez 26.84  
White Willow Farm  Laurie Kennedy 64.66  
Windham Country Farm 71.98  
2011  
21st Century Family Fitness 1,259.34  
Advance Innovations 36.14  
Affordable Plumbing 40.31  
Allen Chris  CMA Carpentry 105.64  
AMS Popcorn Co 27.80  
*Atlantic Concealment LLC 148.14  
Atlantic Restaurant Services  Mark Weimer 47.26  
Audio Design Inc  Stephen A Crain 44.48  
Bacon Russell Lake Region Construction Inc 1,046.67  
Barnhouse Office  Barnhouse Holdings LLC 241.86  
Beaulieu Construction  Michael W Beaulieu 861.80  
Bleicken Development Corp 55.60  
BMD Automotive   Brian P Doucette 41.70  
Boulanger’s Earth Works 731.14  
Breton Masonry    195.99  
C J Toto & Son 41.70  
C&A Property Management   Anne Daigle 41.70  
*Cardsmart   Terranova Corporation 5.08  
*Carpet  Town  Leon Foster 172.36  
Cat Enterprises  Larry Welch 69.50  
City Girl Hair Design Studio 139.00  
Club 302  James Lindvall 692.22  
Colonial Rod & Speed 91.74  
*Colucci’s 151.51  
Custom Built Homes of Maine  Ron Smith 241.86  
Cutter’s Edge   Joseph Mcneely 528.20  
D&L Rogers Landscaping   Dale K Rogers 173.75  
Dance Makers  Tyler Wing 26.41  
Dave Johnson Building and Remodeling 51.43  
David E Billings 303.02  
DGMJ Inc 560.17  
Digital Video Magic 43.09  
Ding Dogs   Sara Marks 97.30  
Ditchbrook Custom Woodworking  52.82  
Diversified Staffing 41.70  
E&B Construction  Eugene Bellanceau 44.48  
Eastup Automotive 255.76  
Ehealthpartners Inc  Robert Ferrell 69.50  
Emerson Excavatin   Dennis & Darren Emerson 1,274.63  
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 27.80  
Equip Me Bike Shop 41.70  
Erika Frank Esquire 55.60  
European Motors   Skip Black 166.80  
*F & W Foundations   John Warren 248.54  
Family Homestead   Lloyd Bennett 102.16  
G E Miller Wood Floors  Gary Miller 20.85  
G M Pollack & Sons 358.62  
Goslant Excavating  Albert Goslant 198.77  
Green Leaf Buffet   Andy Chen 158.75  
Henry Nelson D DMD 325.26  
Higher Ground Landscaping   Caleb Purves 122.32  
Highland Builders  Scott Forves 100.08  
Hoglunds Custom Cuts  Mark Hoglund 151.51  
Industrail Park Online. Com  Jay Richardson 125.10  
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating  Douglas Ingraham 1,177.33  
J Miller & Associates Kaleo Kristen Esq 27.80  
J T Motors Tammy Glantz 125.10  
J. A. F. Security Service 69.50  
JHC Home Repair   James Copp 44.48  
Jimino’s Motor co 234.91  
JSD Welding  Doug Kasernan 93.13  
K R Stiffler Construction 27.80  
KTO Builders 48.65  
LaValley Lumber Company LLC 4,547.49  
Levinsky’s Inc 237.69  
Lewis Michael   94.52  
Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 31.97  
LJM Builders  Jason Manley 38.92  
Lobster Traps   David Sprague 145.95  
Lone Tree Woodworkers   Paul White 133.44  
Lynn Merrifield   251.59  
Magic City Builders   Kevin Tibbits 56.99  
Main Motors Don Osterbergs 83.40  
Maine Path & Paddle Guide’s 40.31  
Marston’s Redemption 13.87  
Marzilli’s Inc 261.32  
Mollie’s Bed & Biscuit Inc 43.09  
Morrell Construction  John Morrell 209.89  
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Moulton Motors  Lester Moulton 162.63  
New England Vending 133.44  
North Atlantic Insurance Assoc  David Gleeson Jr 166.80  
Onsite Auto Glass  45.87  
P & C Automotive   Phil Adams 108.42  
*Pet Quarters 273.83  
Plourde Financial   Charles C Plourde 54.21  
Quick space 173.75  
*Radio Shack  Falmouth Electronics Inc 35.57  
Rain Drop Yoga Studio  Kathy Deschene 55.60  
RCN Inc   Roger Nason 69.50  
Redefining Yoga & Pilates  Tracy Noyes 41.70  
Roof Master   David Mckeage Jr 412.83  
Royal Technology Management  C/O Alex Roy 139.00  
Safe Water & Air Testing  Laura Larrivee 27.80  
Sam’s Smoke & Novalties   Patel Sarfarraz 83.40  
SD Libby & Sons  Stephen D Libby 132.05  
Sebago Basin Tile Works  Scott & Denise Dyer 47.26  
Solar Design  Tom Peterson 100.08  
Southern Maine Redemption  Richard Hofsaes 41.70  
Sparta Vending Inc 328.04  
Spring Haven Services  James maurais 27.80  
Stone Dog Café  Jeff Graham 298.85  
Sunovian Pharmaceuticals Inc 30.03  
TD Roaberts Property Service 147.34  
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 364.18  
the electrician - ted hassapelis 27.80  
The Grotto  CNFI Corp 227.96  
THE SHELTERMAN INC 56.99  
the independent - donato corsetti 20.85  
Train Construction  41.70  
W E Fixxit   Elton Vazquez 29.19  
White Knuckle Customs   Adam Zajac 41.70  
White Willow Farm   Laurie Kennedy 72.28  
Windham Way Motel   Robin Wescott 414.22  
2012  
21st Century Family Fitness 1,231.20  
Advance Innovations - Tammy Winslow 35.63  
Affordable Plumbing - Bruce Yelitz 45.60  
Allen Chris  CMA Carpentry 108.30  
**atlanic concealment llc 209.50  
AMS Popcorn Co 28.50  
*Barnhouse Office Holdings LLC 235.13  
*Benny's Barber & Style 28.50  
*Blossoms of Windham 41.33 
BMD Automotive Brian P Doucette 42.75  
Boulanger’s Earth Works 706.80  
Breton Masorty 192.38  
C J Toto & Son 42.75  
C&A Property Management   Anne Daigle 37.05  
*Camper Naomi Richard  21.37  
Cardsmart  153.90  
Carols Boarding Home 32.06  
*Carpet Town  168.15  
Cat Enterprises  Larry Welch 99.75  
City Girl Hair Design Studio 156.75  
Club 302  James Lindvall 615.60  
**Coldwell Banker Team 7.26  
Colonial Rod & Speed 96.90  
*Colucci's 155.33  
Coolcore LLC 139.65  
Cooper Roofing  95.48  
Custom Country Carpet & Cab  79.80  
Cutter's Edge - Joseph McNeely 560.03  
D&L Rogers Landscaping   Dale K Rogers 175.28  
Dance Makers  Tyler Wing 25.65  
Dave Johnson Building & Remod 47.03  
David Billings Paving - David Billings  220.88  
Digital Video Magic 42.75  
Ding Dogs  - Sara Marks  114.00  
Dirt on Cake - Emily Adams  28.50  
E&B Construction  Eugene Bellanceau 37.05  
Eastup Automotive 280.73  
*Eight Corners Farm  48.45  
Emerson Excavating – Dennis & Darren Emerson 1,306.73  
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 42.75  
Equip Me Bike Shop 38.48  
Erika Frank Esquire 85.50  
European Motors - Skip Black  149.63  
**F & W Foundations - John Warren  248.54  
Family Homestead   Lloyd Bennett 229.43  
Feroci's - Jonathan M Braun  124.69  
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G E Miller Wood Floors  Gary Miller 42.75  
G M Pollack & Sons  303.53  
Goslant Excavating - Albert Goslant  438.90  
*Happyhouse Amusements  185.25  
*Henicks Garage - Mathew Henick  17.10  
Henry Nelson D DMD 326.33  
Higher Ground Landscaping   Caleb Purves 125.40  
Highland Builders - Scott Forbes  85.50  
Hoglunds Custom Cuts - Mark Hoglund 139.65  
Hot Tube Repair Shop - Jonathan Meehan 28.50  
Howe Management Company  57.00  
Industrialparkonline.com - Jay Richardson  114.00  
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 1,007.48  
*Innovations - Heidi Caton  52.73  
J T Motors - Tammy Glantz 128.25  
J.A.F. Security Service - James Fitzgerald 71.25  
JH Jordan Hall Landscaping - Jordan Hall  28.50  
JHC Home Repair   James Copp 37.05  
Jimino's Motor Co 253.65  
JSD Welding - Doug Kasernan 94.05  
K R Stiffler Construction 28.50  
*Lake Region Primary Care 17.40  
*LC Andrew - Maine Cedar Log Home 10.28  
Leased Equipment - Dale Morrell 417.53  
Levinsky's Inc 256.50  
Lewis Michael 76.95  
Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 32.78  
LJM Builders - Jason Manley 37.05  
Lobster Traps - David Sprague 149.63  
Lone Tree Woodworkers - Paul White 148.20  
Lynn Merrifield - Lynn Merrifield 245.10  
*M Wave Industries LLC 13.22  
Magic City Builders - Kevin Tibbits 45.60  
**Maine Indoor Garden Supply - Igor Rakuz 2.58  
Maine Path & Paddle Guide’s 39.90  
Marston's Redemption John & Pamela Mars-
ton 166.73  
Mary's Lawn Care & Masonary  - Mary Golder 39.90  
Marzilli's Inc 267.90  
Mollie's Bed & Biscuit Inc - Mary Strawn 44.18  
Morrell Construction - John Morrell 178.13  
Moto Milano - Gerry Milano 434.48  
Moulton Motors - Lester Moulton 165.30  
*Mr Bagel & Senorita Burrito 111.86  
New England Vending 128.25  
North Atlantic Insurance Assoc - David Gleeson Jr 161.03  
*P & C Automotive  Phil Adams 108.30  
*Perks Peak Auto Sales 43.47  
*Perks Peak Builders 106.87  
**Pet Quarters 46.99  
*Pleasant River Properties 23.51  
Plourde Financial - Charles Plourde 54.15  
Quick Shift Transmission 42.75  
Quick Space - Quizno's  143.93  
**Radio Shack - Falmouth Electronics Inc 100.64  
Raezor's Salon - Rae Ann Knightly 54.15  
Rain Drop Yoga Studio  Kathy Deschene 57.00  
RCN Inc - Roger Nason 71.25  
*Rex's RV - Stephen Curit 75.39  
Roof Masters - David McKeage Jr 394.73  
*Rosewood Design & Construction 41.33  
Safe Water & Air Testing  Laura Larrivee 28.50  
Sanborn's Cabinets & Millworks - Tim Sanborn 188.10  
*Sawyer Sawyer & Minott 177.41  
SD Libby & Sons  Stephen D Libby 114.00  
Season Home & Cottage - Pamela Saunders 351.54  
Seaveys Furniture & Appliance 119.70  
Sebago Fasin Tile Works - Scott & Dennis Dyer 44.18  
Serv-U-Garage - Steve Rogers 72.68  
Sharmila Daswattley Podiatry Dr  Daswattley 71.25  
*Sneaky Pete's Sports Bar 89.77  
So Maine Speech & Language - Jacki Billington 213.75  
Solar Design - Tom Peterson 98.33  
Southern Maine Redemption - Richard Hofsaes 42.75  
*Southside Premium Pizza Inc 324.90  
Spring haven services - james maurais 25.65  
Sprinkler services - marsha westberry 67.69  
Stone dog café - sarah plummer 337.73  
Summit Services - Daniel Searway Jr 28.50  
TD Roaberts Property Service 122.55  
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 327.75  
The Electrician - Ted Hassapelis 24.23  
**The Nail Spa at Turning Leaf 1.87  
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The Shelterman Inc - John Carlberg 61.28  
*Timmons Machine & Fabrication - Robert Timmons Jr 112.57  
Train Construction - Sheldon C Train Jr 42.75  
White Knuckle Customs - Adam Zajac 42.75  
Whitney's Automotive - Jeff Whitney 85.50  
*Windham Residential Care - Carol Rogers 105.45  
Windham Way Motel   Robin Wescott 418.95  
Personal Property Tax (Cont.) 
 
The complete audit report for the 1iscal year ending June 30, 
2013, as compiled by   Runyon Kersteen Ouellette, 20 Long Creek 
Drive, South Portland , Maine 04106, is on 1ile in the Town Man-
ager’s of1ice.  Included there in is management’s discussion and 
analysis. 
 
The Financial Audit Reports for July 1, 2012 through June 30, 
2013 can also be found online at www.windhammaine.us by se-
lecting Finance from the departments listed in the Government 
submenu.   Click on the View Reports link on the Finance page to 
see the available audit documents. 
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 Town Directory 
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Code Enforcement and Zoning Administration  
 Heather McNally, Code Enforcement Director…………………………..894-5960 ext 1 
 
Economic Development - Tom Bartell, Director……………………………………….892-1936 
 
Emergency - Police, Fire, Rescue………………………………………………………………...911 
 
Finance – Brian Wolcott, Director…………………………………………………………...892-1907 
 
Fire/Rescue - Chief Charles Hammond……………………………………………………....892-1911 
 Deputy Chief John Wescott…………………………………………………………….892-7851 
 
Human Resources – Phyllis Moss, Director……………………………………………..892-1907 
 
Library director -  Jennifer Alvino  …………………………………………………………...892-1908 
 
Parks and Recreation – Brian Ross, Director……………………………………...…..892-1905 
 Dundee Park (seasonal)…………………………………………………………………...893-2415 
  
Planning – Ben Smith, Director………………..…………………………………………...…...894-5960 ext 2 
 Amanda lessard, Planner…………….…………………………………………..……..894-5960  ext 2 
 
Police – Chief Richard Lewsen………………………………………………………………......892-2525 
 Lieutenant David DeGruchy……………………………………………………….…...892-2525 
 
Public Works – Douglas Fortier, Director…………………………………………......892-1909 
 
Social Services 
 Food Pantry, Clothes Closet – Colette Gagnon...……………………..892-1931 
 General Assistance — Rene Daniel  ………………………………………………..892-1906 
 
Tax Assessor – David Sawyer……………………………………………………………………...894-5960 ext 3 
 Assistant Assessor, Elisa Trepanier…………………………...………………..894-5960  ext 3 
 
Tax Collection/Vehicle Registration – Judith Heggeman……………………...892-2511 
Town Clerk – Linda Morrell……………………………………………………………………...892-1900 
 Deputy Clerks – Rita Bernier and Judy Vance……………………………...892-1900 
 
Town Manager – Anthony Plante………………………………….…………………………...892-1907 
 
Web Address:  www.windhammaine.us 
